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 1 Welcome to LetterRip Pro

This guide introduces you to the LetterRip Pro application from Fog
City Software. LetterRip Pro is a powerful and easy–to–use mailing list
server for use on the Internet and Intranets. A mail list allows a group
of people with a common interest to easily communicate with each
other using email.

In the past, mailing list servers have been difficult to set up and
manage. It often took a technically skilled person hours or even days to
get a list server running smoothly. With LetterRip Pro, anyone can
have a mail list up and running in minutes.

Overview of features

With LetterRip Pro, you can

♦  create and manage one or more mail lists

♦  manage lists with less than 100 subscribers or lists with more than
10,000 subscribers

♦  manage lists where one person distributes email to many
subscribers for example, a company newsletter

♦  manage moderated mail lists

♦  automatically generate digests of mail lists
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System requirements

LetterRip Pro works with Macintosh computers with the following
configurations:

♦  Mac OS 7.1 or later. Mac OS 8.0 or later is strongly recommended

♦  68030 or later processor including PPC processors

♦  At least 2.5 MB of free RAM (random–access memory) to run the
server application and 2.5 MB of free RAM for the administration
application

♦  10 MB or more of free disk space.

♦  Open Transport (OT) 1.1 or later with TCP/IP installed and
configured. OT 1.2 or later is recommended

♦  Macintosh Thread Manager. The Thread Manager is included in
Mac OS 7.5 and later. The LetterRip Pro installer installs the Thread
Manager on systems earlier than 7.5

Network requirements

LetterRip Pro uses TCP/IP, an Internet network protocol, to
communicate with other mail servers. There are two different ways
that LetterRip Pro can retrieve email and each has slightly different
network requirements.

♦  To receive email using SMTP (Simple Mail Transport Protocol), you
need a full–time Internet connection or an office Intranet (local
TCP/IP network).

♦  To receive email using POP (Post Office Protocol 3), you need either
a full–time or part–time Internet connection or an office Intranet
(local TCP/IP network).

For more information on these two requirements, see “Choosing how
email is received” in Chapter 2.
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What you need to know

You should be comfortable with the Macintosh and its operation. A
general understanding of the Internet and its protocols are useful but
not required.

In this manual

This manual provides step–by–step instructions and reference
information about LetterRip Pro.

Chapter Tit le Provides information about...

1 Welcome This manual and system requirements

2 Getting Ready to Run

LetterRip Pro

Installing LetterRip Pro and how the

administration and server applications

communicate

3 Quick Start Quickly creating a mail list

4 Starting and Stopping

LetterRip Pro

Starting and stopping the list server

5 Configuring the Server Changing the settings for the server

6 Setting Up a Mail List The step–by–step process of setting up a

mail list

7 Communicating With a

LetterRip Pro List

Sending and receiving email

8 Administering LetterRip Pro Managing the list server

In the appendixes

The appendixes provide supplementary information about LetterRip
Pro.
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Getting help

Although this manual should answer most questions regarding the
setup and operation of LetterRip Pro, you may occasionally need other
information. To help answer your questions about LetterRip Pro, try
the following.

♦  Manual — The manual is the single best source of information
about LetterRip Pro and it’s recommended that you look here first.
Don’t forget to check the frequently asked questions (FAQs) in the
appendix.

♦  Balloon Help — LetterRip Pro has extensive balloon help. Balloon
help can be very useful to get information about a specific item
displayed in a window. Most windows contain a button to allow
you to quickly toggle balloon help on or off.

LetterRip–Talk — LetterRip–Talk is a mailing list dedicated to the
discussion of LetterRip Pro. Employees of Fog City Software
participate on the list and provide support. To subscribe to
LetterRip–Talk, send a message to:

LetterRip–Talk–On@lists.fogcity.com

It is highly recommended that all owners of LetterRip Pro subscribe
to the LetterRip–Talk list.

♦  WWW Site — Fog City Software maintains an Internet web site
that contains a full copy of the manual in WWW format (HTML).
An up–to–date copy of the FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions) is
also maintained on the web site.

♦  Email — Support is available via email. Send email to:

support@fogcity.com
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 2 Getting Ready to Run LetterRip Pro

This chapter shows you how to install and prepare to run LetterRip
Pro.

Installing the LetterRip Pro software

Before you can use LetterRip Pro, you must install the LetterRip Pro
software on your hard drive.

The LetterRip Pro software consists of two applications

♦  LetterRip Pro Administrator — Lets you set up and administer a
LetterRip Pro Server

♦  LetterRip Pro Server — Does the work of running the list

In addition to the LetterRip Pro software, the installer may install the
following if it is not already installed on your Macintosh

♦  Thread Manager — Allows LetterRip Pro to execute multiple tasks
at the same time

The LetterRip Pro Installer copies the applications onto your hard drive
and installs them in the recommended locations. You can use optional
settings to customize what is installed and where it is installed.

To install the software:

1 . Locate the icon for the LetterRip Pro Installer.

If you received LetterRip Pro from a network source such as the
Internet, you should already have a copy of the installer on a hard
drive.

If you received LetterRip Pro on floppy disks, insert LetterRip Pro Disk
1 into a floppy disk drive.
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If you received LetterRip Pro on a CD–ROM, insert the CD–ROM into a
CD–ROM drive.

2 . Double–click the LetterRip Pro Installer icon.

A license agreement is displayed. Please read the agreement carefully
and, if you agree to its terms, click the Accept button.

After the license agreement, the Installer window is displayed.
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♦  Easy Install  — The Easy Install option is recommended for most
installations. Easy Install installs all the files needed to run
LetterRip Pro.

♦  Custom Install  — The Custom Install option allows you to choose to
install only specific parts of LetterRip Pro such as only the LetterRip
Pro Administrator. You can also use the Custom Install option to
install versions of the application for a specific processor type.

♦  Read Me — The Read Me button displays a window with a
description of the installation process.

♦  Switch Disk  — By default, the Installer installs the LetterRip Pro
software at the root (top level) of your boot hard drive. The Switch
Disk button allows you to choose a different hard drive.

3 . Click Install and the installation begins.

A progress dialog shows you the progress of the installation.

4 . When the installation is complete, a message tells you the installation

was successful.

If any system software was installed, the Installer suggests that you
restart the Macintosh to activate the software.

Configuring the network connection

Before you can use LetterRip Pro, your Macintosh must be configured
to access the Internet or an Intranet. This usually means that

♦  Open Transport and TCP/IP must be installed. Open Transport is a
requirement. You cannot use MacTCP.

♦  The Macintosh on which the server or administration applications
will run must be configured to connect to the Internet or an
Intranet.

The connection to the network can be either full–time or part–time. If
the computer connects using a local network, then it is probably a
full–time connection. If the computer connects using a modem
(including an ISDN modem or router), then it is probably a part–time
connection.
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Choosing how email is received

LetterRip Pro must be able to receive email. The server can receive
email in one of two ways:

♦  Using Simple Mail Transport Protocol (SMTP)

♦  Using Post Office Protocol 3 (POP)

You must decide which method you are going to use and configure
LetterRip Pro appropriately before you can use LetterRip Pro.

Although the setup in LetterRip Pro for SMTP and POP are similar,
they have somewhat different requirements.

Using SMTP to receive email

LetterRip Pro Server can use an Internet protocol called Simple Mail
Transport Protocol (SMTP) to receive email. It is not important that
you know anything about SMTP but there are some requirements for
its operation.

♦  The IP address of the Macintosh on which the server runs must be
unique and permanent. Ask your system administrator or ISP
(Internet Service Provider) if you have a unique and permanent IP
address.

♦  The connection to the Internet or Intranet should be full–time. This
often means that the computer accesses the Internet via a local
network.

♦  There can only be one SMTP server running on a computer. This
means that you cannot run two copies of LetterRip Pro Server on
the same computer. LetterRip Pro prevents you from doing this. It
also means that you cannot run a mail server on the same
computer. (Open Transport 1.3 allows you to run more than one
SMTP server on a machine. For information on setting LetterRip
Pro Server to run with another SMTP server, see Appendix E.)

♦  The Macintosh on which the server runs should have a domain
name or subdomain name. Although this is not a requirement, it
allows subscribers to communicate with the server using the
domain name instead of the less friendly IP address.
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The set up and administration of a server that receives email using
SMTP is slightly simpler than for a server that receives email using
POP. Because of this, if your computer meets the above requirements,
we recommend using SMTP to receive email.

Using POP to receive email

LetterRip Pro Server can use an Internet protocol called Post Office
Protocol 3 to receive email. As with SMTP, it is not important that you
know anything about POP. If you receive mail using POP, one of two
requirements must be met:

♦  There must be one POP email account for all email accounts that
LetterRip Pro manages. This means that there must be a POP
account for the requests account and a POP account for each mailing
list.

Or:

♦  There must be one POP email account that receives messages for all
email accounts that LetterRip Pro manages.

If you run a mail server on the same machine as the LetterRip Pro
Server, then you will probably use that mail server for the POP
accounts.

Help choosing SMTP or POP

The following can help you determine if you should use SMTP or POP
to retrieve email.

The Internet connection is full–time through a network.

If your Macintosh meets the other requirements, we recommend using
SMTP.

The connection to the Internet is through a modem. The modem is not
always connected to the Internet.

You need to use POP.
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The connection to the Internet is through a modem. The modem is
always connected to the Internet.

LetterRip Pro should be able to use SMTP to receive the email. You
must still make sure that the computer has a permanent IP address.

The connection to the Internet is through ISDN.

Like other modems, ISDN connections can be full–time or part–time
and the same rules apply.

There is a mail server running on the same machine as the LetterRip
Pro Server.

If it is an SMTP mail server, you need to use POP. You will probably
use the SMTP mail server to deliver email to LetterRip Pro.

Choosing how email is sent

Sending email is LetterRip Pro’s primary role. It has a very powerful
mail engine built into it. Although this mail engine (the SMTP server)
is the preferred method of sending email, there are cases where you
will want to use another server to send the email. The other mail
server is usually your ISP’s SMTP mail server.

Use the following to help you decide whether to use LetterRip Pro’s
built–in mail server or another mail server.

I have a full–time Internet connection through a network.

We recommend using LetterRip Pro’s built–in server.

The connection to the Internet is through a modem. The modem is not
always connected to the Internet.

You can use either the built–in server or another server. Your
connection time to the Internet will probably be less if you use another
mail server.
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The connection to the Internet is through a modem. The modem is
always connected to the Internet.

You can use either the built–in server or another server. Since your ISP
probably has a very fast connection to the Internet, you may get better
performance using the ISP’s mail server.

The connection to the Internet is through ISDN.

You can use either the built–in server or another server. ISDN can
deliver high enough performance for most mail delivery needs.
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 3 Quick Start

This chapter is intended for people who are comfortable configuring
and running software without detailed instructions. It includes a quick
step–by–step description of getting LetterRip Pro up and running.

The chapter presents the basic steps needed to get a list working
including

♦  configuring the server

♦  creating an address list

♦  creating a mail list

♦  starting the server

♦  testing the server

You should only use this chapter if you are comfortable with the
operation of your Macintosh and with the general concepts behind list
servers. Everything in this chapter is covered in more detail in
following chapters.

Even if you use this chapter, it is recommended that you later review
the following chapters.

Install and launch LetterRip Pro

Before you use LetterRip Pro you must install the software and
perform some initial configuration.

1 . Using the LetterRip Pro Installer, install the software on the hard drive of

your choice.

Two applications are installed:

♦  LetterRip Pro Administrator — To administer the server

♦  LetterRip Pro Server — To run the list

For more information on installing the software, see Chapter 2,
“Getting Ready to Run LetterRip Pro.”
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2 . Launch LetterRip Pro Administrator.

When you launch the LetterRip Pro Administrator application, the
application automatically launches and connects to the server. This
only happens if the LetterRip Pro Server application is in the same
folder as the LetterRip Pro Administrator application. If you move the
LetterRip Pro Administrator application to another folder, you must
manually launch the server.

LetterRip Pro Server has no user interface for setup or administration.
Server management is done using LetterRip Pro Administrator.

For more information on starting LetterRip Pro, see Chapter 4,
“Starting and Stopping LetterRip Pro.”

Configure the server

After launching LetterRip Pro Administrator, which automatically
launched and connected to LetterRip Pro Server, you should configure
the server.

1 . Choose Server Settings from the Setup menu.

The Server Settings dialog is displayed.
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By default, the server is set to receive email as an SMTP server. To
retrieve email from a POP server, the incoming mail transfer setting
must be changed.

For more information on Choosing how email is received, see the
section “Choosing how email is received” in Chapter 2.

2 . Optionally, if the server will retrieve email from POP mail accounts, click

the Mail Transfer tab. If the server will receive mail directly using SMTP,

you can skip to step 6.

The mail transfer settings are displayed.
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3 . To retrieve email from a POP server, click “From POP mail server.”

This setting is global and affects all incoming email accounts managed
by LetterRip Pro. After choosing “From POP mail server,” all incoming
email accounts use POP to receive email.

Warning: If you use POP accounts to receive mail, the accounts must be
dedicated to LetterRip Pro since LetterRip Pro will read and remove all
messages from the POP accounts. For example, do not use a personal
POP account to test the setup as LetterRip Pro Server will read your
personal email.

For information on changing the settings that determine when to
connect to the POP accounts, see the section “Connecting to POP
accounts” in Chapter 5.

LetterRip Pro displays a dialog suggesting that the incoming connections setting
be changed to 1.
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4 . Click the Yes button to change the incoming connections setting to 1.

LetterRip Pro changes the incoming connections setting to 1.

5 . Click the General tab.

The general settings are displayed. If you changed the setting from
“Direct SMTP” to “From POP mail server,” a button labeled POP
Settings next to the requests account field is enabled. This button is
used to access the POP settings for the requests account.

6 . Enter the server domain.

The server domain is the domain name or IP address of the server.

If the server will receive email directly using SMTP, enter the domain
that subscribers would use when sending email destined for the
LetterRip Pro Server. This is usually the primary domain for the
machine on which the LetterRip Pro Server is running.

If the server will retrieve email from a POP server, enter the domain of
the POP server. Enter the domain to which subscribers send mail. The
domain to which subscribers send mail is not always the same as the
domain that is used to retrieve email. For example, if email is retrieved
from mail.host.com , the domain that people use when sending mail
is often host.com .

7 . Optionally, change the requests account and requests name.

Requests is the name and address that subscribers to lists use to send
request messages such as subscribe and unsubscribe.

8 . Optionally, if the server will retrieve email from a POP server, click the

POP Settings button. If the server will receive email directly with SMTP,

you can skip to step 10.

If you click the POP Settings button, the POP Account Settings dialog is
displayed.
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A POP Account Settings dialog is used for each incoming email
account.

9 . Enter the POP settings for the requests account and click the Save

button.

For information on the POP account settings, see the section
“Configuring POP account settings” in Chapter 5.

1 0 . Optionally, enter the administrator’s password, name, and email address.

The password is only needed when you connect to the server from a
remote computer.

The administrator is automatically emailed messages concerning email
delivery problems.

1 1 . Save the settings by clicking the Save button.

For more information on the server settings, see Chapter 5,
“Configuring the Server.”

Create a mail list

The final step of setup before running the server is to create a mail list.

To create a mail list:

1 . Choose Mail Lists from the Setup menu.

The list of mail lists is displayed.
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2 . Click the Add button to add a new mail list.

A dialog asks you to name the mail list.

The name can be anything that you find useful.

3 . Enter the name of the mail list and click OK.

The mail list window is displayed.

The account is the email account that subscribers will use to send
messages to the list. Make sure that the account does not contain any
spaces or other characters that are illegal in an email address.

Note that although LetterRip Pro automatically uses the name of the
mailing list for the account, you do not need to use the same name.
The name of the mailing list is shown in the window title.

If the incoming email will be retrieved from POP accounts, a POP
Settings button next to the Account field is enabled.
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4 . If the email will be retrieved from a POP account, click the POP Settings

button, enter the account settings, and click the Save button.

For information on the POP account settings, see the section
“Configuring POP account settings” in Chapter 5.

Before a list can communicate with subscribers, it must have an
associated address list.

5 . Click the New Address list button.

A dialog asks you to name the address list.

6 . Enter the name of the address list and click OK.

The new list is created and added to the list of address lists.

It is not necessary to add any recipients to the address list since the
subscribers are normally added by sending subscribe commands to the
server.

For more information on managing address lists, see the section,
“Managing address lists” in Chapter 8.

7 . Click the Save button to save the mail list settings.

There are other settings for controlling responses, digests, and list
moderation. For more information on these settings and managing
mail lists, see Chapter 6, “Setting Up a Mail List.”

Start the server

When the mailing list server is launched the very first time, it is not
serving the lists. This means LetterRip Pro Administrator can
communicate with the server and set the configuration but subscribers
cannot communicate with the lists.

The log window shows the current status of the server in the top left
corner.
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To start the mailing list server:

♦  Choose Start Serving from the Server menu.

The server connects and permits subscribers to send and receive email.

For more information on starting a server, see the section “Starting a
server” in Chapter 4.

Test the list

After setting up a new list, it is a good idea to send some test messages
to make sure that the server is running properly. There are two
addresses that you should check:

♦  the request address

♦  the list address

Test the request address

The request address is the address that is used to subscribe and
unsubscribe.

To test the request address:

♦  Using an Internet email application, send a subscribe message to the

requests account.

For example, using the server settings shown above, the message
would be addressed to:
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requests@lists.fogcity.com

Remember that these are default settings. If you do not have a
registered domain name, the address would be less friendly, for
example:

requests@[123.123.123.123]

The subject or the body of the message contains the subscribe command
and the account for the list. The account is not necessarily the same as
the name of the list.

For example, to subscribe to the list shown in the above window, you
would enter the following in the subject or the body:

subscribe LetterRip–Talk

After the message is sent, if the server log window is open, you should
see the message being received and processed. If you open the address
list for the mail list, you should then see that your address has been
added to the list. Soon afterwards, you should receive a message in
your email application confirming that you are subscribed to the list.

Test the list address

After you have successfully subscribed to the list, you can test the list
itself by sending it a message and seeing if the message is sent back.
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To test the list address:

♦  Using an Internet email application, send a message to the list. Put

text in the message body so that LetterRip Pro accepts the message.

For example, using list settings shown above, the message would be
addressed to:

LetterRip–Talk@lists.fogcity.com

After the message is sent, if the server window log is open, you should
see the message being received and processed. Soon afterwards, you
should receive the message in your email application.

If the server is retrieving email from POP accounts, the mail is
retrieved at the next scheduled connection.
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 4 Starting and Stopping LetterRip Pro

This chapter shows you how to get LetterRip Pro up and running.
You’ll find information about

♦  the two parts of LetterRip Pro: Administrator and Server

♦  launching and quitting the server

♦  starting and stopping the server

The two parts of LetterRip Pro:
Administrator and Server

LetterRip Pro consists of two applications:

♦  LetterRip Pro Administrator

♦  LetterRip Pro Server

LetterRip Pro uses a design called client/server. LetterRip Pro
Administrator is the client and LetterRip Pro Server is the server. This
design allows you to manage a server from a computer other than the
one on which the server is running. In fact, for Internet servers, you
could manage the server from any location in the world that is
connected to the Internet.

For simple setups, you might run both the server and administrator on
the same computer. If you have a computer room, it is often more
convenient to run the administrator on a computer at your desktop.
You could even be on a trip and connect to the server from a distant
location. Of course, this capability requires a full–time Internet
connection at the Macintosh on which LetterRip Pro Server is running.

LetterRip Pro Server does the real work. It is the “engine” that runs the
mail list. LetterRip Pro Server must be running for mail lists to be
accessed. Unlike most applications that you use, the server has little
user interface.
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LetterRip Pro Administrator is used to set up and manage the lists. The
administrator connects via the Internet or Intranet network to the
server and shows server information such as the status and
configuration. LetterRip Pro Administrator is not limited to managing
one server. By entering the Internet Protocol address (IP address) or
domain of different servers, you can connect to and manage more than
one server from a single administrator.

The administrator does not store any information about the mail lists.
All files and configuration information reside in a folder with the
server.

Starting LetterRip Pro the first time

LetterRip Pro simplifies the startup and configuration of a server the
first time that you start LetterRip Pro Administrator. For the first
configuration of a server, it is recommended that you run the
administrator on the same machine as the server. The administrator
calls this server a “local server.”

To start and configure a server the first time:

1 . Make sure that LetterRip Pro Server and LetterRip Pro Administrator are

in the same folder.

If you have not moved any files since you first installed LetterRip Pro,
the files will be together in the same folder.

When LetterRip Pro Administrator is in the same folder as LetterRip
Pro Server, the administrator always launches the server. To prevent
this behavior, simply move LetterRip Pro Administrator to a folder
other than the LetterRip Pro Server folder.

2 . Double–click the LetterRip Pro Administrator icon.

LetterRip Pro Administrator opens and automatically launches the
server and connects to it. The administrator only launches the server if
the server is in the same folder.
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After opening the server, the administrator shows the log window for
the server.

If the log window does not open, LetterRip Pro Administrator was
unable to communicate with the server.

Launching a local server

LetterRip Pro Server must be running for the mail lists to be used.

There are four common ways to start the server:

♦  If LetterRip Pro Administrator is in the same folder as LetterRip Pro

Server, double–click the LetterRip Pro Administrator icon.

To prevent the administrator from launching the server, move
LetterRip Pro Administrator to a folder other than the LetterRip Pro
Server folder.

♦  Double–click the LetterRip Pro Server icon.

♦  Create an alias to the server and put the alias in the system Startup

Items folder.

This is particularly useful if the server should always be running.
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♦  Use LetterRip Pro Administrator to launch the server.

Choose Launch Local Server from the Server menu to launch the
server that is in the same folder as the administrator.

If LetterRip Pro Administrator launches the server, it can be difficult to
tell if the server is running. If you have launched the server from the
Finder or via an alias, the icon for the application is usually grayed.

If the server is launched from the administrator, the icon will probably
not be grayed. There is no problem if the server is already running and
you double–click the icon. You cannot launch the same server twice.

Quitting a local server

The LetterRip Pro Server is normally configured to run as a normal
application. In this case, it has a single menu with one menu item.

To quit LetterRip Pro Server running as an application:

♦  Switch to LetterRip Pro Server and choose Quit from the File menu.

If LetterRip Pro Server is configured to run in the background, then it
does not have any user interface and there is therefore no way to quit
without the help of another application.
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There are three other ways to quit a server. These methods are used
when a server is running as a background application.

♦  Use LetterRip Pro Administrator to quit the server.

Choose Quit Local Server from the Server menu to quit the server
that is running on the local Macintosh.

Note that the server icon may remain grayed in the Finder even
though the application has quit.

♦  Use Quit LetterRip Server to quit the server.

Quit LetterRip Server is a small application whose sole role is to
quit the server. Simply launch Quit LetterRip Server and click the
Quit Server button to quit the server.

♦  Shutdown or Restart the Macintosh.

Although it is common to let servers run and to never quit them, you
should probably always keep a copy of LetterRip Pro Administrator or
Quit LetterRip Server on the same Macintosh as the server so that you
can easily quit the server.

You cannot quit a server that is not local. If you could, you might
accidentally quit a remote server and then find that there was no way
start it up again.
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Connecting to a server

Before LetterRip Pro Administrator can communicate with a server it
must connect to the server.

If a server is running on the local machine, the administrator
automatically connects to the local server when it is launched.

To connect to a remote server:

1 . Choose Connect from the Server menu.

The Connect dialog is displayed.

2 . Enter the domain and password for the server and click Connect.

The domain can be either a domain name like lists.fogcity.com  or
an IP address of the form 123.123.123.123 .

After the connection is established, the Log window is opened and
displays the most recent server activity.

If the server is a local server (on the same Macintosh as the
administrator), the connection process is simplified.
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To connect to a local server:

♦  Choose Connect To Local Server from the Server menu.

Even if the local server has a password, it is not required when
connecting locally.

After the connection is established, the Log window is opened and
displays the most recent server activity.

Disconnecting from a server

After you are done administering a server, it is a good idea to
disconnect. If you leave the connection open, the server and the
administrator continue to communicate with each other. Although
there is usually only a small amount of data flowing between the two
applications, closing the connection allows the server to concentrate on
sending and receiving email.

To disconnect from a server:

♦  Choose Disconnect from the Server menu.

Any open windows are closed and LetterRip Pro Administrator
disconnects from LetterRip Pro Server.
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Note that disconnecting is not the same as stopping or quitting the
server. The server continues to run: if the server was serving, it
continues to serve; if the server was not serving, it does not start
serving.

Starting a server

Before LetterRip Pro Server can send or receive email, the mail server
must be started.

To start a server:

1 . Connect to the server if you are not already connected.

2 . Choose Start Serving from the Server menu.

The server starts performing the mail list tasks. If the Log window is
open, it shows that the server is serving in the top left corner of the
window.
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When you quit the server, it remembers that it was serving and when
it is launched again, the server again starts serving.

Stopping a server

Mailing list servers are generally left running all the time. Occasionally
you might want to stop a server.

To stop a server:

1 . Connect to the server if you are not already connected.

2 . Choose Stop Serving from the Server menu.

The server stops performing the mail list tasks. If the Log window is
open, it shows that the server is not serving in the top left corner of the
window.
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When you quit the server, it remembers that it was not serving and
when it is launched again, the server will not start serving the lists.
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 5 Configuring the Server

This chapter shows you how to configure LetterRip Pro Server. You’ll
find information about

♦  assigning the server addresses and passwords

♦  setting the number of connections and time–outs

♦  controlling outgoing mail

♦  changing the server to a background application or normal
application

Changing LetterRip Pro Server settings

The server controls all the lists. The settings for the server affect the
use of all of the lists that the server manages. After the initial setup,
you rarely need to change the server settings.

To change the server settings:

♦  Choose Server Settings from the Setup menu.

The server settings are grouped into two categories:

♦  General  — Settings that must be entered for the server to operate

♦  Mail Transfer  — Settings for more precise technical control of the
server

Use the tabs labeled General and Mail Transfer to change between the
two areas.
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General server settings

The settings in the General area of the server settings are usually
entered the first time you set up the server. After the initial setup,
there is often no need to change the settings.

There are two sections in the General server settings.

♦  List Server  — These settings determine the Internet addressing for
the server.

♦  Administrator  — These settings control administrator access.
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Use the List Server area to make changes to the addressing of the list
server. The values that you enter are used when creating messages that
the server sends when responding to requests.

♦  Server domain  — The domain name or IP address of the server. If
the server does not have a registered domain name, you must enter
the IP address. The domain name or IP address can optionally be
enclosed in square brackets, for example, [123.123.123.123] .

By default, the domain of incoming messages must match the
server domain. For more information on server domains and
addresses, see “Server domains, accounts, and addresses” in Chapter
7.

♦  Requests account  — The email account of the server requests
processor. The requests account is combined with the domain name
to create a full email address. The full address for this account can be
merged into responses using <Server Address>.

You can optionally enter a full email address that includes a custom
domain that is different from the server domain.

♦  POP Settings  — If the server is configured to retrieve email from
POP accounts, clicking the POP Settings button displays the POP
Account Settings dialog where you enter the settings used to
retrieve email from the POP account. For information on the POP
account settings, see the section “Configuring POP account settings”
later in this chapter.

♦  Requests name  — The requests name appears when the server
sends a message from the requests address. This name can be
merged into responses using <Server Name>.
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To change the administrator’s access to the server, use the
Administrator group.

♦  Password  — The password is required when accessing the server
from any computer other than the one on which the server is
running. You are not required to have a password but it is strongly
recommended. If you forget the password, you can run LetterRip
Pro Administrator on the same computer as LetterRip Pro Server,
connect to the server without a password, and then change the
password.

♦  Name  — The name is used when administration messages are sent
to the administrator. This is often your name. The name entry can
be merged into responses using <Admin Name>.

♦  Address  — The address is used when administration messages are
sent to the administrator. This is often your email address. The
email address can be merged into responses using <Admin
Address>.
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Mail transfer settings

The settings in the Mail Transfer area of the server settings allow you
to customize connection information for the mail server.

♦  Direct SMTP  — Incoming email is directly received using SMTP
(Simple Mail Transport Protocol). This is the preferred setting but
requires a full–time connection to the Internet or an Intranet.

♦  From POP mail server  — Incoming email is retrieved from POP (Post
Office Protocol 3) email accounts.

For more information on choosing SMTP or POP to get incoming
email, see the section “Choosing how email is received” in Chapter
2.

♦  Use requests account to gather all list mail  — When incoming email
is received using POP, you can use a single POP mailbox to retrieve
email for all LetterRip Pro accounts. For more information on
setting up POP email access, see the section “Managing POP account
access” later in this chapter.
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♦  Get mail from...  — The time values determine when and how often
email is retrieved from the POP accounts. For more information on
setting up POP email access, see the section “Managing POP account
access” later in this chapter.

♦  Incoming  and Outgoing connections  — Determines the number of
connections that can be made simultaneously for incoming and
outgoing connections. If the server is particularly powerful with a
fast connection to the network, you might want to increase the
number of available connections. Conversely, if the server’s
computer is slow or has a slow connection, you might want to
decrease the number of connections.

A separate thread manages each connection. Each thread needs
approximately 50KB of memory. If you increase the number of
connections, it is a good idea to increase the amount of memory
allocated to the server.

Note that if you are receiving email from POP accounts, LetterRip
Pro can connect to each account simultaneously. Make sure that the
POP server can support the simultaneous connections. For example,
if your POP server can only support 3 connections, you should not
set the LetterRip Pro incoming connections to greater than 3 and
should probably make the setting 2 or even 1.

♦  Time out after __ seconds  — The number of seconds that the server
waits for a response before canceling communications. Increasing
the value can help with very slow or poor connections but may
hide problems. Decreasing the value may improve performance on
fast connections that have few errors.

♦  Route all mail through a mail server  — Causes LetterRip Pro Server to
not send mail directly to the subscriber’s mail server but to instead
use an intermediate SMTP mail server.

LetterRip Pro Server is a powerful SMTP mail server that efficiently
communicates directly with other SMTP mail servers. Most
environments will want to use the mail server capabilities of
LetterRip Pro. There may be situations where it is more efficient or
practical to allow another SMTP mail server to manage the mailing
of outgoing messages.
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Be aware that LetterRip Pro Server may not be able to manage errors
as efficiently if another mail server is used. For example, if a
message with a bad address is sent directly from LetterRip Pro
Server to the recipient, LetterRip Pro Server can immediately
manage the resulting error. On the other hand, if an intermediate
SMTP server routes the mail, the error that is returned may be
more difficult for LetterRip Pro Server to interpret and may not flag
the offending address.

If the server is retrieving email from POP accounts through a
part–time connection, it is common to route the mail through
another mail server.

You may need to get permission to use another SMTP mail server
to forward messages. LetterRip Pro can generate very large volumes
of email. Administrators of other SMTP servers may prohibit
forwarding email through their server or they may charge for the
service.

♦  Mail server domain  — If the “Route all mail through a mail server”
setting is checked, enter the domain of the SMTP mail server.

Managing POP account access

Incoming email can be received by LetterRip Pro using SMTP (Simple
Mail Transport Protocol) or POP (Post Office Protocol 3). When
LetterRip Pro is using SMTP to receive email, it is always listening for
incoming email. When using POP to receive email, the incoming
email is stored in POP mailboxes that are independent of LetterRip Pro
and LetterRip Pro retrieves the email during scheduled connections.

There are two primary reasons to retrieve email from POP accounts:

♦  An SMTP server is running on the same machine as the LetterRip
Pro Server. In this case, LetterRip Pro cannot use SMTP to receive
email since only one SMTP server can run on a machine.

♦  The connection to the Internet is part–time. To receive email using
SMTP, LetterRip Pro needs a full–time connection.
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If the connection is not full–time, it may be a good idea to also forward
outgoing email to another SMTP server. Doing so generally reduces the
time connected to the Internet. See the previous section for
information on using another mail server to route outgoing email.

To retrieve email from POP accounts:

♦  There must be one central POP account or a POP account for each
LetterRip Pro account.

♦  Accounts in LetterRip Pro must be configured to read POP
mailboxes.

♦  A schedule must be defined to connect to the POP accounts.

Setting up the POP accounts is normally done only once. After the
initial setup, there is often no need to make changes either on the POP
server or on the LetterRip Pro Server.

LetterRip Pro can receive incoming messages from a single POP
mailbox or from multiple POP mailboxes.

Warning: If you use POP accounts to receive mail, the accounts must be
dedicated to LetterRip Pro since LetterRip Pro will read and remove all
messages from the POP accounts. For example, do not use a personal
POP account to test the setup as LetterRip Pro Server will read your
personal email.

Using a single POP mailbox to receive messages

Using a single POP mailbox for all incoming LetterRip Pro messages is
the most convenient way to configure LetterRip Pro when using POP.
Using a single POP mailbox can reduce costs since multiple POP
mailboxes are not required.
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Important: Some mail servers do not accept mail sent from unknown
addresses. One test these mail servers use is to see if the sender is an
account that the mail server would normally be managing. For
example, if the domain was host.com  and the requests account on a
LetterRip Pro Server sent a message to the mail server, the account
requests@host.com  would have to exist on the mail server. EIMS 2.0
(Eudora Internet Mail Server) has such a test. To use a single account
with such servers, you must create a POP account for every
corresponding LetterRip Pro account. You can then forward those
messages into a single POP account.

Mail sent to a single POP mailbox must include a To header with the
address of an account in LetterRip Pro. A message sent using BCC
would therefore not be forwarded to a list.

Messages that are in the single POP mailbox but are not addressed to
any LetterRip Pro account are forwarded to the server administrator.

To use a single POP mailbox to receive messages:

1 . Configure your POP mail server to put email intended for all LetterRip

Pro accounts into a single POP account.

There are three types of accounts that LetterRip Pro needs for incoming
email:

♦  The requests account

♦  Each mailing list account

♦  Each private account for mailing lists that are moderated

For example, if your domain was host.com  and you had a single
moderated list, the POP account needs to receive all email addressed to
the following email addresses:

requests@host.com Used for subscription requests
mylist@host.com The mailing list address
private@host.com The private account for moderation

If the POP server is local or running on the same machine, adding this
master account is usually easily done by the administrator of the mail
server. If the POP server is at an Internet Service Provider (ISP), you
will need to work with the ISP to add the account.
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Using a single POP mailbox is usually only possible if you have a
custom domain. No other email must go into the POP mailbox.

2 . Check “Use requests account to gather all list mail” in the Mail Transfer

area of the Server Settings.

3 . Configure the POP settings for the Requests account in the General area

of the Server Settings.

LetterRip Pro will then retrieve all incoming email from the account
specified in the requests account POP settings. For information on
configuring a POP account, see the section “Configuring POP account
settings” later in this chapter.

Using multiple POP mailboxes to receive messages

If you cannot use a single POP account to receive all incoming email,
LetterRip Pro can retrieve email from multiple POP accounts.

To use multiple POP mailboxes to receive messages:
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1 . Create one POP account for each LetterRip Pro account.

There are three types of accounts that LetterRip Pro needs for incoming
email:

♦  The requests account

♦  Each mailing list account

♦  Each private account for mailing lists that are moderated

For example, if your domain was host.com  and you had a single
moderated list, the POP account needs to receive all email addressed to
the following email addresses:

requests@host.com Used for subscription requests
mylist@host.com The mailing list address
private@host.com The private account for moderation

If the POP server is local or running on the same machine, the
administrator of the mail server can easily add new accounts. If the
POP server is at an Internet Service Provider (ISP), you will need to
work with the ISP to add the appropriate accounts.

Although the POP accounts are often on the same host, it is not a
requirement. Each POP account can be on a different host.

Each account must be unique. In other words, you could not share a
single account for the requests account and an account for a mailing
list.

The POP accounts should be dedicated for use by the LetterRip Pro
account. For example, if you used your personal email account for one
of the accounts, you would occasionally receive mail that was actually
intended for the mailing list.
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2 . Remove the check from “Use requests account to gather all list mail” in

the Mail Transfer area of the Server Settings.

3 . Configure the POP settings in each account in LetterRip Pro.

For information on configuring a POP account, see the section
“Configuring POP account settings” later in this chapter.

Configuring POP account settings

When LetterRip Pro is configured to retrieve email from POP servers,
the POP Settings buttons are enabled.

Clicking a POP Settings button displays the POP Account Settings
window for that POP account.
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There are three settings for a POP account:

♦  Email account  — The POP email account to check for incoming
email. LetterRip Pro enters a default value for the account that is
derived from the server domain and the name of the account. For
example, if the server domain is fogcity.com , and the requests
account uses the default name of requests , then the default email
account would be requests@fogcity.com .

It is common for the host used for the POP server to be different
from the address used to send mail to the account. For example, if
the email address is requests@fogcity.com , the POP account
might be requests@mail.fogcity.com  or
requests@pop.fogcity.com .

♦  Email password  — The password used to access the POP email
account.

♦  Use APOP authentication  — An optional setting supported by some
POP servers. APOP authentication provides extra security for the
transmission of the password.

Ask the administrator of the mail server for the POP account
information.

Connecting to POP accounts

Email in POP accounts is retrieved according to a schedule. When a
connection is made, all of the POP accounts are checked.

The schedule is defined in the Mail Transfer settings of the Server
Setup dialog.
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There are three entries that determine when and how often email is
retrieved:

♦  Get mail from ___  — The time to begin checking for email. At least
one connection is made at this time.

♦  until ___  — The time to stop checking for email. To check all the
time, enter the same time as the start time.

♦  every ___ minutes  — How often between the start and stop times to
check the accounts. To check only once during a day, enter a value
that is greater than the number of minutes between the start and
stop times.

The time and frequency that you define to retrieve the email is
dependent on your needs. If your POP server is local on a network, you
might want the connection to occur all day long every few minutes. On
the other hand, if your connection to the POP server is through a
modem and the lists are not very busy, you might want to connect only
once a day.

Connecting immediately to the POP accounts

It may occasionally be convenient to immediately check the POP
accounts. This is especially true when you are first configuring the
server and would like to check that the setup is correct.

To immediately check the POP accounts:

♦  Choose Force POP Connection from the Utilities menu.

LetterRip Pro Server immediately checks all POP accounts.

Note that this menu item is only enabled when the server is receiving
incoming email using POP and the server is currently serving.
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Changing the server application type

Although LetterRip Pro Server is a normal application, it can also run
as a background application. A background application has no user
interface. Not only is there no menu bar or windows, a background
application does not appear in the application menu or the “About
This Computer” dialog.

Since LetterRip Pro Administrator does all of the setup and
administration, it can be convenient to “hide” the server. Another
advantage of background applications is that they have slightly better
performance.

If you are using PPP to connect through a modem to the Internet, it is
not recommended that you run LetterRip Pro Server as a background
application. PPP software often displays windows when connecting and
disconnecting. Such windows are not allowed by background
applications and can cause the computer to crash.

To change the server to run as a background application:

1 . Locate the Change LetterRip Pro Server application.

The Change LetterRip Pro Server application is normally installed in
the Support Files folder.

2 . Put the Change LetterRip Pro Server application in the same folder as

the LetterRip Pro Server application.

Change LetterRip Pro Server only looks in the same folder for the
server.

3 . Double–click the Change LetterRip Pro Server application.

Change LetterRip Pro Server launches and looks for the file called
LetterRip Pro Server in the same folder. Make sure that the server is
named LetterRip Pro Server.
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If the server is already configured as a background application, Change
LetterRip Pro Server asks you if you want to switch it back to a normal
application.

If the server is configured as a normal application, Change LetterRip
Pro Server asks you if you want to switch it to be a background
application.

4 . Click the Change button to change the server.

Change LetterRip Pro Server confirms that the change has been made.
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 6 Setting Up a Mail List

This chapter provides complete instructions on setting up a mail list.
The chapter shows how to

♦  create a new mail list

♦  modify the settings of an existing mail list

♦  provide digests for lists

♦  moderate a mail list

♦  change the responses that are automatically sent

Creating a mail list

The management of mail lists is the primary role of LetterRip Pro.
There are therefore more options directly related to mail lists than for
other areas of LetterRip Pro.

To create and modify mail lists

♦  Choose Mail Lists from the Setup menu.

The Mail Lists window is displayed.
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Use the buttons at the top of the window to create, edit, and rename
mail lists.

♦  Add  — Creates a new mail list.

♦  Edit  — Opens the currently selected mail list for editing. You can
also double–click the line to edit a mail list.

♦  Rename  — Renames the currently selected mail list. The name is
only for your reference and does not change how subscribers
reference the list.
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Changing the settings for a mail list

When editing or adding a mail list, the Mail List setup window is
displayed. There are eight tabs for each of the setup areas of a mail list:

♦  Basics  — The primary settings for the mail list.

♦  Digest  — The settings for list digests.

♦  Incoming  — The settings for incoming messages.

♦  Outgoing  — The settings for outgoing messages.

♦  Responses  — The list of response messages.

♦  Moderation  — The settings for list moderation.

♦  Headers  — The settings for message headers.

♦  Admin  — The settings for custom list administration.

Most of the settings for mail lists only need to be configured once and
often are not changed after the initial setup.

Specifying basic list settings

The settings under the Basics tab must be entered. When you create a
new mail list, LetterRip Pro enters default values for the required
settings.

There are two areas in the Basics settings:

♦  List Naming

♦  Subscribers
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List Naming

List naming determines the name and address that subscribers see and
use when communicating with the list.

♦  Account  — The email account of the mailing list.

♦  Name  — The descriptive name of the list that recipients see. You can
use any name that you like.

As you enter the account and name, an example of what the recipients
will see is reflected below.
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By default, the server domain is used to create the full email address.
For example, if the account is LetterRip–Talk  and the server domain
is lists.fogcity.com , then the full email address is
LetterRip–Talk@lists.fogcity.com . Optionally, you can enter a
full email address for Account. If you enter a full email address, then
the server accepts messages addressed to both the server domain and to
the list account. For example, if the account is
LetterRip–Talk@mylist.com  and the server domain is
lists.fogcity.com , then messages are accepted to both
LetterRip–Talk@lists.fogcity.com  and
LetterRip–Talk@mylist.com .

If the server is receiving incoming email using SMTP, then LetterRip
Pro automatically creates and manages two extra accounts for each
mailing list. These accounts can be used to subscribe and unsubscribe
from the list. The accounts are named with the name of the list plus
–on  and
–off .

For example, if the list name is LetterRip–Talk , then the subscription
accounts are named LetterRip–Talk–on  and LetterRip–Talk–off .
For more information on the subscription accounts, see “Using the
subscription accounts” in Chapter 7.

If the server is retrieving incoming email from POP accounts, the POP
Settings button is displayed next to the Account field. For information
on the POP account settings, see the section “Configuring POP account
settings” in Chapter 5.

For more information on server domains and addresses, see “Server
domains, accounts, and addresses” in Chapter 7.
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Subscribers

The Subscribers area specifies the primary information controlling list
subscribers.

♦  Subscribers  — Specifies the address list that is used for the list.
There must be an address list for the list. Each list generally has its
own address list. If you want a list to send only digests, set
Subscribers to None. To create a new address list, click the New
button.

♦  Subscribing is not allowed (list is private)  — If checked, access to the
list is restricted. Subscribers cannot subscribe using email and must
be added manually by the administrator or through a processor. (For
information on processors, see appendix B “Installing and Using
Processors.”)

The name of a private list does not appear when users send either a
“lists” or an “info” request to the server.

If a subscription is attempted, the “Subscribe Not Allowed” response
is sent.

♦  Unsubscribing is not allowed  — If checked, subscribers cannot
remove their email address from the list using email. Subscribers
must be removed manually by the administrator or through a
processor.

If an unsubscribe is attempted, the “Unsubscribe Not Allowed”
response is sent.

Setting up a digest

Mail lists can be busy places and some subscribers may not have the
time to deal with individual messages or may prefer to receive groups
of messages all at once. Digests address this by collecting messages over
a period of time and then sending the group of messages in a single
message.

LetterRip Pro allows subscribers to receive a digest instead of
individual messages. Providing a digest for a mail list is optional. If
you do not provide a digest, you should edit the “help” response to
exclude the information about receiving digests.
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A LetterRip Pro digest has a table of contents at the top and then the
contents of each message listed below in chronological order. A digest
can be formatted using a plain text format or using a newer standard
called MIME.

If a digest is formatted using a plain text format, all recipients of the
digest will be able to read the digest but the advanced features of a
MIME digest may be unavailable. In particular, messages within the
digest that were sent using MIME formatting may have extra characters
added by the MIME format.

A MIME digest can be interpreted by newer mail programs and allows
the messages to be read individually. If a subscriber does not have a
MIME digest reader, they will still be able to read the digest but will not
be able to take advantage of some of the advanced features a MIME
digest offers. There are some mail readers that may have problems
with MIME digests. As MIME digests become more common, these
problems should disappear.

To generate a digest for a mail list:

1 . Click the Digest tab in the Mail List window.

The digest setup area is displayed.
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2 . Check “Generate a digest” to generate digests for the list.

The digest will begin to be generated after you save the settings.

There are two groups in the Digest area:

♦  Digest Settings

♦  Digest Naming

The following sections describe these two areas.
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Digest Settings

The Digest Settings area determines how digests are managed.

♦  Subscribers  — Specifies the address list that is used for the digest
subscribers. If you want a list to generate digests but not send them
to anyone, set Subscribers to None. To create a new address list, click
the New button.

You must use an address list other than the one used for normal
subscriptions to the list. A subscriber cannot subscribe to both
address lists unless they are manually added to both. For more
information on address lists, see “Managing address lists” in
Chapter 8.

♦  Frequency  — Specifies how often and when the digest is sent.

The digest can be delivered at a specified time on various schedules.
As each of the delivery frequencies is changed, a pop–up determines
the day to use. The digest is delivered according to the setting of the
Frequency pop–up:

Once a day  — delivery is once a day

Once a week  — delivery is on the specified day each week

Once a month  — delivery is on the specified day each month

♦  Limit digest to less than ___ Kbytes  — On a busy mail list, digests
can quickly grow. Unfortunately, some email programs cannot
manage very large messages. A common restriction with older
email programs is 32KB. (Each KB is equal to 1024 characters.)

If you check “Limit digest,” the digests are restricted from growing
larger than the specified size. If the digest grows larger than the
specified size, it is split into a new digest.
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♦  Use MIME format  — Specifies that digest should be a MIME
formatted digest.

MIME is a relatively new standard for formatting email. Digests that
use MIME formatting have extra capabilities when viewed by
modern email clients but may be less attractive or useful for older
email clients.

Digest Naming

The Digest Naming settings determine how each digest is named.

♦  Name — The name of the digest is used for the subject of each digest.
It is common practice to use the name of the list plus the word
Digest. For example, if the list name is “Travel Talk”, the digest
might be named “Travel Talk Digest”.

♦  Dated  and Numbered  — Automatically dates and numbers each
digest. Although not required, it is recommended that you choose at
least one of these options for the digest. The number and date help
the subscribers identify each new digest.

An example of the subject that the subscribers might receive is
shown in the bottom of the Digest Naming area.

♦  Next digest number  — Specifies the next number that will be used by
a digest.

Setting a digest only list

Most mailing lists that provide a digest also provide normal
subscriptions. It is possible for a list to only provide digests.

To set up a list as digest only

♦  Choose None from the Subscribers pop–up under the Basics tab.

Subscribers are then only able to receive digests. Be sure to edit the
subscription, info, and help responses to reflect this setting.
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Incoming message settings

The settings under the Incoming tab determine which incoming
messages are posted to the mail list.

There are two areas in the Incoming settings:

♦  Permission

♦  Exclusion

The following sections describe these areas.
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Permission

The permission settings specify which incoming messages are allowed
to be posted to the mail list. If the mail list is moderated, the messages
are not posted but are forwarded to the moderator.

♦  Permit messages only from subscribers  — Only messages from
addresses in the list of subscribers or the list of subscribers to the
digest are accepted. This is the normal setting.

♦  Permit messages from subscribers and  — Messages from addresses
in the list of subscribers or the list of subscribers to the digest are
accepted. Additionally, messages from the addresses in the specified
address list are accepted. This setting is often used to allow for
“alternate” posting addresses. For example, a subscriber may want to
post messages while they are at work but not receive messages at
that address.

♦  Permit messages from anyone  — Any message is accepted.

Exclusion

The exclusion settings specify which incoming messages are not
allowed. These settings override other settings including the
Permission settings.

♦  Exclude enclosures  — If checked, LetterRip Pro excludes messages
that have an enclosure. LetterRip Pro searches for enclosures in
MIME formatted messages.

♦  Exclude messages larger than ____ Kbytes  — If checked, LetterRip
Pro excludes messages are larger than the specified size.

♦  Exclude messages from  — If checked, LetterRip Pro excludes
messages from addresses in the specified address list. If the address
is in the list of subscribers or the list of subscribers to the digest, the
recipient continues to receive messages but cannot post to the list.
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Outgoing message settings

The settings under the Outgoing tab allow the content of outgoing
messages to be modified before the messages are sent to the mail list.

♦  Insert message banner  — If checked, LetterRip Pro adds a banner to
the top of each message and digest that is posted to the list. Use the
Edit Banner button to edit the banner. For more information, see
the next section “Using message banners and footers.”

♦  Insert message footer  — If checked, LetterRip Pro adds a footer to
the bottom of each message and digest that is posted to the list. Use
the Edit Footer button to edit the footer. For more information, see
the next section “Using message banners and footers.”

♦  Prefix message subjects  — If checked, LetterRip Pro modifies the
subject of each message before it is posted to the mail list. The
specified text is inserted before the subject. If the specified text
already exists within the subject, LetterRip Pro does not add the
prefix.
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Using message banners and footers

Message banners and footers can be a useful addition for messages
posted to mailing lists. They might be used for advertising, to provide
general information about the list, or to give instructions for
unsubscribing from the list.

Every message that is posted to the list receives the banner and footer.
Digests also have the banner and footer added to the entire digest.
Individual messages within the digest do not receive the banner and
footer.

Do not confuse these message banners with the message headers that
contain Internet information about the message. For example, the
header lines that begin messages contain information about the
message such as the date and subject.

The format of messages might change when banners and footers are
added. Most messages have simple formatting and are unaffected.
Messages that are formatted using MIME formatting can be affected.
This is especially true if the message has complex MIME formatting
with multiple types of content.

One tip to help avoid problems with formatting is to not use the =
(equals) symbol in message banners and footers. The = symbol is used
by quoted–printable formatting and can be misinterpreted when the
message is decoded.

Modifying responses

The Responses setup allows you to change the responses that mail list
subscribers receive. The server uses the responses to respond to
messages such as a request to subscribe.
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When you create a new mail list, LetterRip Pro assigns the default
responses to the mail list. It’s easy to use the Responses area to
customize these default responses. When you change a response, the
changed response is used only for the one list and not the other lists.
Even after you have changed a response, you can easily revert to the
default response. For more information on changing the default
responses, see “Changing the default mail responses” in Chapter 8.

Although you can change any of the responses, you will often only
want to change one or two of the responses. The following responses
are the ones most likely to be changed:

♦  Info  — Provides information about the list

♦  Subscribe Confirmation  — Confirms a subscription request and
usually describes the list

♦  Subscribe Digest Confirmation  — Confirms a digest subscription
request and usually describes the list

For information on all response messages, see “Description of response
messages” in Chapter 8.

If you use accented characters in a response, the message is sent using
MIME and quoted–printable encoding. Most modern email clients can
decode these types of messages.

To view or edit a response:

1 . Click the Responses tab in the Mail List window.

The list of responses is displayed.
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2 . Select the response you would like to edit or view and click the Edit

but ton.

The Response window is displayed.
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By default, the “canned” or default response is displayed and is not
editable.

3 . To edit a response, uncheck “Use default response.”

Remember that the changes you make to the response are not reflected
in any other list or in the default responses.

Information about the server such as the administrator’s email address
can be merged into the message. For information on the available
fields and how to add them to the response, see “Changing the default
mail responses” in Chapter 8.

4 . To revert back to the default response, check “Use default response.”

The default response is then used for future responses.
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Setting up a moderated or announcement
mail list

Some mail lists may not be intended for general discussion among the
subscribers. For example, your organization might set up a list to send
out announcements to employees. Other lists might be for general
discussion but need editorial control over each message before the
message is posted. For example, a list for beginning rock climbers might
want to only post messages that describe safe climbing techniques. Both
of these sorts of mail list control are available through the Moderation
settings.

Lists that do not allow subscribers to post messages are sometimes
called broadcast lists, announcement lists, or one–to–many lists. These
lists use a private account to send messages to the subscribers. These
sorts of lists are usually simple to administer since only the moderator
is sending messages to the list. Any messages that are sent by the
subscribers to the list address are ignored and the sender is sent the
“Moderated List Without Forwarding” message.

Lists that allow subscribers to post messages but require the moderator
to authorize the message are called moderated lists. Be sure that the
moderator has the time to administer such a list. Remember that the
moderator must first accept all messages sent to the list and then
resend the messages to the private list address.

If you want a mail list to be completely private and to not allow people
to subscribe to the list, use the “Subscribing is not allowed (list is
private)” setting under the Basics tab. For more information on the
“list is private” setting, see the section “Subscribers” earlier in this
chapter.

To moderate a mail list:

1 . Click the Moderation tab in the Mail List window.

The moderation setup area is displayed.
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2 . Check “Moderated List.”

3 . Enter an email account in the “Private incoming account” entry.

You must enter an email account. The email account can be any
account you like except that it must not be the same as one of the other
accounts used by LetterRip Pro Server. For example, do not use the
address of a mail list.

Although this manual uses “private” as an example account name,
you should probably use a different account name since anyone with
knowledge of a LetterRip Pro Server would know that this is the
example name.

The account you enter is used by the moderator to post messages to the
list. No other account will accept messages. As such, it is generally
important that you do not make the account public knowledge. For
example, be careful not to include other recipients in a message sent to
the private account since this would reveal the private account’s
address to the other recipients.
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More than one person can post messages to the private account. You do
not need to be the moderator to send messages to the private account.

By default, the server domain is used to create the full email address.
For example, if the private account is private  and the server domain
is lists.host.com , then the full email address is
private@lists.host.com . Optionally, you can enter a full email
address. If you enter a full email address, then the server will accept
messages addressed to both the server domain and to the list account.
For example, if the account is private@host.com  and the server
domain is lists.host.com , then messages are accepted to both
private@lists.host.com  and private@host.com .

If the server is retrieving incoming email from POP accounts, the POP
Settings button is displayed next to the private incoming account entry.
For information on the POP account settings, see the section
“Configuring POP account settings” in Chapter 5.

For more information on server domains and addresses, see “Server
domains, accounts, and addresses” in Chapter 7.

4 . If the moderator will allow messages from the subscribers, check

“Forward incoming mail to moderator.”

This enables the moderation of messages that the subscribers send to
the list.

5 . If “Forward incoming mail to moderator” is checked, enter the name and

email address of the moderator in “Moderator address.”

All incoming email will then be forwarded to the address that you
enter. You can merge the moderator name and email address into
responses using <Moderator Name> and <Moderator Address>.

6 . If you would like more than one person to receive the messages, choose

an address list for “Copies to.”

All addresses on the address list will receive a copy of each incoming
message sent to the list.
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Modifying message headers

LetterRip Pro can modify the headers of messages posted to a mail list.
Message headers are the lines in a message that precede the body.
Message headers are sometimes referred to as RFC 822 headers. (RFC
822 is the Internet specification that first defined the format of email
messages.)

The headers that are commonly seen in email clients include: Subject,
Date, From, and To. Email clients hide most other message headers
from view. The hidden headers can be used for information when
tracking down problems or for enhanced capabilities of email clients.

Automatic Headers

The Automatic Headers area includes headers that LetterRip Pro
knows how to manage. These headers are included automatically by
simply clicking the checkbox.
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♦  Include List headers  — If checked, LetterRip Pro adds the List
headers to each message that it sends to the list. For more
information on the List headers, see “List headers in received
messages” in Chapter 7.

♦  Include Reply–To header  — If checked, LetterRip Pro adds a
Reply–To header to each message sent to subscribers to the list. A
Reply–To header changes the behavior of many email clients when
replying to the message. For more information on the Reply–To
setting, see the next section, “How the Reply–To setting affects
responding to the list.”

How the Reply–To setting affects responding to the list

When a message is received from a mailing list, it is common for the
recipient to reply to the message. The setting of the “Include Reply–To
header” affects the way that replies are addressed.

If “Include Reply–To header” is unchecked, then the message that
subscribers receive looks something like this:

Subject: The subject of the message

From: Author of message, author@host.com

To: Name of List, list@server.com

If the subscriber has their email client set to reply to only the sender, a
reply is addressed to only the original author of the message and not to
the mailing list.

If the subscriber has their email client set to reply to all recipients, a
reply is addressed to both the original author and to the mailing list.
Since the original author is already on the mailing list, this means that
they will get two copies of the response.

If “Include Reply–To header” is checked, then the message that
subscribers receive looks something like this:

Subject: The subject of the message

From: Author of message, author@host.com

Reply–To: Name of List, list@server.com

To: Name of List, list@server.com
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If the subscriber has their email client set to reply to only the sender, a
reply is addressed to only the mailing list and not to the original
sender.

If the subscriber has their email client set to reply to all recipients, a
reply is addressed to the mailing list twice.

Some email clients ignore the Reply–To header. In this case, including
the Reply–To header is the same as not including the Reply–To header.
This is the case for most email clients for the on–line services.

From the above discussion of the Reply–To header, it is apparent that
there is no ideal setting for all lists. For lists with subscribers that are
not necessarily email savvy, it is probably best to include the Reply–To
header. Doing so helps ensure that replies are sent to the list.

Manual Headers

The Manual Headers area allows you to specify any header that you’d
like included in messages posted to the mail list.

The headers are added in the order entered in the list. If a specified
header already exists in a message, the specified header replaces the
existing header in the same position. For example, a To header could
override the existing To header.

To edit a header:

1 . Click the Add button to add a new header or click the Edit button to edit

an existing header.

A dialog is displayed asking for the name and header value.
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2 . Enter the header name in the Header field.

Although you can add any header you like, it is most common to add a
header specified by one of the Internet standards. The primary standard
for Internet email is RFC 822.

Header names do not contain any white space (no spaces or control
characters such as tabs).

A colon and space follows header names. You do not need to enter the
colon or space as LetterRip Pro does this automatically.

3 . Enter the header value in the Value field.

Any characters can be used in header values although the values often
have restrictions that depend on the header.

A common value for a header is an email address. The basic format for
an email address is:

name <Address>

For example, the format for a mailing list address might be:

LetterRip Pro Discussion

<letterrip–talk@lists.fogcity.com>

4 . Click the Save button to save the header.

The header is saved and displayed in the list of headers.

To delete a header:

♦  Click the Delete button.

The selected header is deleted.
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Managing administrative messages

When LetterRip Pro automatically manages error messages that it
receives. These messages are commonly referred to as bounce
messages.

Bounce messages are generated by other mail servers and by LetterRip
Pro. LetterRip Pro puts all of these messages into a digest called a
bounce digest. Each mail list has its own bounce digest.

The bounce digest is sent to the administrator at 1 AM each day or
when the digest exceeds 32K. The LetterRip Pro Server must be
running for the bounce digest to be sent.

You can use the Admin area of a mail list setup to specify who will
receive the bounce digests.
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♦  Use server setting  — The administrator specified in the Server
Settings will receive the digest. This is the default setting.

♦  List Administrator  — The specified administrator receives the digests.
Use the Name and Address to specify the name and address of the
list administrator. These entries will be used for the merge items
<Admin Name> and <Admin Address> in responses for the list.

♦  Send daily summaries  — The administrator will receive messages
each day summarizing the number subscribers that joined and left
the list and the total number of messages posted to the list.
Subscriptions through processors are not included.

Deleting a mail list

Occasionally you might want to delete a mail list. Since LetterRip Pro
Server is always accessing all lists, you must quit the server before you
delete a list. All information about a list is contained in a folder on the
hard drive on which LetterRip Pro Server runs.

To delete a mail list:

1 . Quit LetterRip Pro Server.

You must quit the server before you delete the list. Generally, you use
the Quit Server command in LetterRip Pro Administrator to quit the
server. For more information, see the section “Quitting a local server”
in Chapter 4.

2 . Locate the mail list folder.

The mail list folders are within the Mail Lists folder, which is in the
LetterRip Files folder which, is in the LetterRip Pro folder.
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3 . Drag the entire folder for the mail list to the Trash.

For example, using the above folders, if you wanted to delete the Tap
Dancing Talk list, you would trash the Tap Dancing Talk folder.
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 7 Communicating With a LetterRip Pro
List

Most of this manual is devoted to setting up and running mail lists
using LetterRip Pro. This chapter is devoted to the results: how users
communicate with the lists that you have created.

This chapter describes how users

♦  send requests to the list server

♦  use the subscription accounts

♦  send messages to unmoderated lists

♦  send messages to moderated lists

♦  receive messages

♦  receive digests
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Sending requests to the list server

Before a user can communicate with the list server, the user must
know the requests email address of the list server. This email address is
entered in the server settings and is the same for all of the lists that the
server maintains. All requests must be sent to this address.

The requests themselves can be in either the subject or the body of the
message. Requests that are placed in the body of a message must be at
the beginning of the message. Each message can contain only one
request.

If a request is sent in the subject, the request can be preceded by Re:  or
Fwd:

The request can be in upper case, lower case, or a mixture. For example,
each of the following is equivalent.

subscribe letterrip–talk

SUBSCRIBE LETTERRIP–TALK

Subscribe LetterRip–Talk

Requests can include extra spaces. The server ignores the extra spaces.
For example, each of the following is equivalent.

subscribe letterrip–talk

 subscribe letterrip–talk

subscribe  letterrip–talk

Some requests take an argument. For example, a subscribe request must
specify which list the request is for.

The following table lists all available commands. Note that the digest
command is not available for a list that does not have digests turned
on.
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Request Argument Action

Help Returns a message that describes how to

communicate with the server.

Lists Returns a message listing the available lists on

the list server. Private lists are not included.

Info List Name Returns a message with information about a

specific list. Info for private lists is not available to

non–subscribers.

Subscribe List Name Adds the sender’s address to the list of

subscribers. If the sender is already a subscriber

to the digest, their address is removed from the

list of subscribers to the digest. A message

confirming the action is sent. Subscription

requests to a private list return an error.

Subscribe Digest List Name Adds the sender’s address to the list of

subscribers for the digest. If the sender is

already a subscriber, their address is removed

from the subscribers list. A message confirming

the action is sent. Subscription requests to a

private list return an error.

Unsubscribe List Name Removes the sender’s address from the list of

subscribers or digest subscribers.

If a request cannot be understood or is not appropriate, the list server
returns a message with helpful information. For example, if the user
sends a message asking to subscribe to a non–existent list, the list server
responds that the list does not exist and returns a list of available lists.
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Using the subscription accounts

In addition to the standard method of using the requests account to
process subscriptions, LetterRip Pro automatically creates and manages
three subscription accounts for each mailing list. These accounts can be
used to manage subscriptions for the list.

The subscription accounts are created only when SMTP is used to
receive email. They are not available when using POP accounts to
retrieve email. They are also not available if the list is private.

Each account is automatically named by LetterRip Pro using the
account name of the list. One account is used only for subscribing, one
account is used only for subscribing to the digest, and the final account
is used only for unsubscribing. The accounts are named by adding –on,

–digest,  and –off  to the list account. For example, if the list account
is MyList , then the account used to subscribe to the list is called
MyList–on  and the account used to unsubscribe is called MyList–off .

Any message sent to a subscription account controls the subscription
and is otherwise ignored. For example, any message sent to MyList–on

is equivalent to a message sent to the requests account with a body or
subject of subscribe MyList  and would subscribe the sender to
MyList. Similarly, any message sent to MyList–off  is equivalent to a
message sent to the requests account with the body or subject of
unsubscribe MyList  and would unsubscribe the sender from MyList.

Similarly, to subscribe to a digest version of a list, the subscriber could
send any message to MyList–digest .

Using these accounts is optional. The requests account can still be used
to control subscriptions. You can inform the subscribers to each list that
these accounts exist at your discretion.

Sending messages to lists

After a user has subscribed to a list, they can send messages to the list.
The message is received by the list server and then sent to all members
of the list including the original author.
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Sending messages to moderated lists

Moderated lists prevent subscribers from sending messages directly to
the list. If a list is a moderated list, incoming messages are forwarded to
the moderator by checking “Forward incoming mail to moderator” and
entering the moderator’s email address. It is then up to the moderator
to forward the message to the list.

For example, using the setting displayed in the figure above, the
moderator would post messages to the list by sending them to the
account named “private”.

If the moderator simply forwards the approved messages to the list, the
outgoing messages will have the moderator’s email address. If the
moderator’s email application supports redirection, the original
author’s email address is maintained.

Receiving messages from lists

Messages received from a list show the message to be from the original
sender and to the mail list. A Reply–To header causes a reply to be
addressed back to the list. If the user wants to also reply to the original
author, they must manually add the original author to the reply.

Receiving digests

Subscribers to digests receive the digest according to the schedule
specified in the Mail List setup. Each digest contains a table of contents
at the top of the message. The table of contents is derived from the
subject of each message in the digest.
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If a digest has been formatted with MIME, subscribers with email
applications that can manage MIME digests generally will be able to
browse each individual message.

Automatically rejected messages

LetterRip Pro prevents some messages from being posted to lists. A
message is excluded from a list if the message

♦  looks like it is a bounced message

♦  body starts with a list command

♦  subject is a list command

♦  body is empty

♦  looks like it is a vacation message

If a message looks like it was intended to be a list command, the server
responds to the sender with a message describing the valid commands
and the email address to which commands should be sent.

List headers in received messages

Messages sent by LetterRip Pro follow a standard format for Internet
messages. This standard includes lines at the beginning of each
message referred to as the message headers. Most of the time, only a
few of these lines are ever viewed by recipients of messages. For
example, To, From, Subject, and Date are commonly displayed. Other
headers are used for the management of the message. LetterRip Pro
inserts headers that allow email programs to perform additional
processing of the message.

The following table describes the headers that LetterRip Pro installs
that can be used by email programs for additional processing.
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Header Description

Precedence A value that allows email programs to recognize that the

message was sent by a mailing list server. The value is always

Bulk. Some email programs know that a vacation message

should never be sent if the Precedence is Bulk.

List–Software Identifies that the message is sent by LetterRip Pro and

includes the software version.

List–Subscribe Contains a URL (Uniform Resource Locator) that can be used

to subscribe to the list. This header does not appear if the list

is private.

List–Digest Contains a URL (Uniform Resource Locator) that can be used

to subscribe to the digest. This header does not appear if the

list is private or there is no digest.

List–Unsubscribe Contains a URL (Uniform Resource Locator) that can be used

to unsubscribe from the list.

The List–Unsubscribe header can be particularly useful. Forgetting how
to unsubscribe is a common occurrence among mailing list subscribers.
Although a relatively new header, email programs are already starting
to recognize the List–Unsubscribe header and providing an easy
method of unsubscribing from a mailing list.

Server domains, accounts, and addresses

When messages are sent to the list server using SMTP, the server
checks the email address to make sure that the server is the proper
recipient. If the domain of the address is incorrect, the server rejects the
message. For example, if the server domain is lists.host.com  and a
message is received that is addressed to mylist@host.com , the server
rejects the message.

The list server always accepts messages that use an IP address instead of
a domain. For example, if the domain of the server is lists.host.com

and the IP address is 123.123.123.123 , both
requests@lists.host.com  and requests@[123.123.123.123]  are
valid and accepted email addresses.
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There are some cases where a list uses a custom domain that is
different from the server domain. One case is when another server is
forwarding the incoming mail. For example, you might have a mail
server for your organization with a primary domain of
mycompany.com . You might want all mail to the lists to use this
primary domain and for the mail to then be forwarded to the list
server. In this case, you can enter the full email address in the list’s
account name.

The requests account accepts messages from any custom domain. For
example, if a list uses the custom account mylist@custom.com , then
messages addressed to requests@custom.com  are also accepted.

The following accounts in LetterRip Pro can all use an IP address, the
server domain, or a custom domain.

♦  Requests account

♦  A mail list account

♦  The private account for a mail list

For more information on using multiple domains with LetterRip Pro,
see appendix C, “Managing Multiple Domains.”

Getting mail exchange information

Problems with email delivery are common. Most problems are
temporary and when the LetterRip Pro Server tries to deliver a
message on a retry, the message is successfully sent.

Occasionally there are recurrent delivery problems. One of the more
difficult problems to track down is a problem with a mail exchange.

A mail exchange is a way for an Internet site to specify where incoming
email should be routed. For example, messages intended for host.com,
might be directed to a server at mail.host.com. The mail exchange
lookup feature allows you to see the mail exchange setup for an
Internet site.

Please note that a complete explanation of mail exchanges and
troubleshooting mail exchange errors is beyond the scope of this
manual.
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To get information about a mail exchange:

1 . Choose Lookup Mail Exchange from the Utilities menu.

The Lookup Mail Exchange dialog is displayed.

2 . Enter the domain or IP address of the site you would like to lookup.

3 . Click the Lookup button to perform the lookup.

The lookup can take some time — 30 or more seconds. This is
especially true if there is no mail exchange for the domain.

When the mail exchange is found, the Mail Exchange Results window
is displayed.

If there is no mail exchange, the first entry will be the domain.

If there is a mail exchange, each mail exchange domain and IP address
is listed in the order maintained by the mail exchange.
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 8 Administering LetterRip Pro

This chapter covers areas of interest when administering LetterRip Pro.
The topics covered include

♦  creating and modifying address lists

♦  dealing with bad addresses

♦  using the log to monitor a server

♦  evaluating performance and message volume issues

Managing address lists

LetterRip Pro uses address lists to determine who receives messages
and digests. Each mailing list that LetterRip Pro manages has at least
one address list. There is usually one address list assigned to subscribers
and optionally one address list assigned the digest. If a list is digest only,
then there is no address list assigned to subscribers.

Subscribers can add and remove themselves from address lists through
request messages. Address lists can also be changed using LetterRip Pro
Administrator.

Each list usually has a unique address list assigned to it. It is possible to
assign one address list to more than one list. You might want to do this
if you have both a moderated list and unmoderated list covering the
same topic.

It is important to note that if an address list is open for editing and
LetterRip Pro Server adds or removes a subscriber from the list, the list
will not be updated to show this until you close and open the list again.
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Creating an address list

Before a list can communicate with subscribers, it must have an
associated address list. There are two methods of creating a new address
list:

♦  Using the New Address list button in the Mail List setup window

♦  Using the Address lists window

To create an address list for a specific mail list:

1 . Open the Mail List setup window for the mail list you wish to modify.

You can create the new address list for either the subscribers or the
digest subscribers.

2 . Use the tabs to select either the Basics setup or the Digest setup

depending whether you wish to add a general address list or a digest

address list.

3 . Click the New button.

A dialog asks you to name the address list.

4 . Enter a name for the address list and click OK.

The new list is added to the list of address lists and is automatically
assigned to the mail list.
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To create an address list using the Address Lists menu item:

1 . Choose Address Lists from the Setup menu.

The Address Lists window is displayed.

2 . Click the Add button to add a new address list.

A dialog asks you to name the address list.
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3 . Enter the name of the address list and click OK.

The new list is added to the list of address lists.

Editing addresses

Although entries in the list are usually added and removed by
subscribers, you can use LetterRip Pro Administrator to add, modify,
and delete addresses from the address lists.

To modify an address:

1 . Choose Address lists from the Setup menu.

The list of address lists is displayed.

2 . Select the name of the address list and click the Edit button.

The Address list window is displayed.
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3 . Use the Edit or Add buttons to change entries in the list.

The address window is displayed.

Make changes in the window and then click Save to save the changes.

When you save the entry, LetterRip Pro checks to see if the address
already exists in the list. If the address already exists, you can cancel the
save or add a duplicate address.

4 . Use the Delete button to delete entries from the list.

To delete a range of entries, hold down the shift key before clicking the
second entry. To add entries to a selection, hold down the command
key before clicking the entry.
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Dragging addresses

LetterRip Pro let’s you drag and drop addresses to and from address
lists.

Drag and drop is supported between:

♦  address lists

♦  LetterRip Pro and a text editor

♦  LetterRip Pro and the Desktop using Desktop Clippings

Addresses are plain text. The following formats are recognized:

someuser@somecompany.com (Some User)

"Some User" someuser@somecompany.com

Some User <someuser@somecompany.com>

<someuser@somecompany.com> "Some User"

<mailto: "Some User" someuser@somecompany.com>

LetterRip Pro does not prevent duplicate addresses when you drag
addresses into an address list. To remove duplicate addresses, see the
section “Removing duplicate addresses” later in this chapter.

Finding addresses

As more people join your lists, you may need to find addresses or
subscribers in address lists. LetterRip Pro provides a find function that
is much quicker than simply scrolling through the list looking for a
name.
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To find an address or name:

1 . Open the address list that you would like to search.

2 . Choose Find from the Edit menu.

The Find dialog is displayed.

3 . Enter the name or address that you would like to find.

The search can find the string you enter anywhere within the name or
address. The string does not need to be at the beginning of the name or
address. For example, searching for “jim” finds:

sally@jiminy.com

Jim Smith

4 . Click the Find button to start the search.

If LetterRip Pro finds the string, the found address is highlighted in the
address list.
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If the address is not the one you are looking for, you can use the find
again feature.

5 . To continue searching using the same find string, choose Find Again

from the Edit menu.

The search continues from the current address.

Sorting addresses

You may occasionally want to browse a list of addresses in a sorted
order. You can sort an address list by the address, name, or return the
list to the original order.

To sort an address list:

1 . Open the address list that you would like to sort.

2 . Choose Sort from the Addresses menu.

3 . Choose “by Address,” “by Name,” or “by Subscribe Order” from the

submenu.

Or:
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To sort by address or name, click on the column title in the list.

The address list is sorted. The sort is temporary and the list reverts to
its original order when you close the window. The sorted list is for
your convenience and is not used by LetterRip Pro. LetterRip Pro
Server internally sorts the list when it is sending messages.

Removing duplicate addresses

LetterRip Pro automatically prevents subscribers from adding their
addresses more than once to an address list. LetterRip Pro also checks
for duplicate addresses when you manually add an address to an
address list.

Duplicate addresses may be added to an address list by:

♦  importing addresses

♦  adding addresses with a processor

♦  instructing LetterRip Pro to save a duplicate address

♦  adding an address with drag and drop

LetterRip Pro let’s you quickly and easily remove duplicate addresses
from an address list.
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To remove duplicates from an address list:

1 . Open the address list from which you would like to remove duplicates.

2 . Choose Remove Duplicates from the Addresses menu.

LetterRip Pro sorts the address list before removing the duplicates. A
dialog tells you that the address list will be sorted.

3 . Click the Yes button to sort the address list and search for duplicates.

If any duplicates are found, a dialog tells you how many duplicates
were found and asks if you want to delete the duplicates.
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3 . Click the Yes button to remove the duplicate addresses.

The duplicate addresses are removed and the list is updated.

If one address in a pair of duplicates has information in the name field
and the other address does not, LetterRip Pro saves the address with
the name information.

Importing and exporting addresses

Addresses can be exported from LetterRip Pro and imported from other
programs. You can also use this feature to copy addresses from one list
to another.

The format for the files is very simple. The file must be a text file that
can be opened by a text editor. The first line is ignored if it does not
contain a valid address and is usually a description of the columns.
Each line consists of the person’s name, a tab, and the person’s email
address. For example, a list exported from LetterRip Pro might look
like:

Name Address

Will Mayall mayall@fogcity.com

Tome Jones t_jones@somewhere.com

LetterRip Pro also knows about the format of the following types of
files:

♦  Exports from Claris Emailer

♦  Address files from ListSTAR

♦  Address files from Macjordomo

♦  Address files in RFC 822 compliant format. For example, files from
Majordomo. This format includes the following address formats:

someuser@somecompany.com (Some User)

"Some User" someuser@somecompany.com

Some User <someuser@somecompany.com>

<someuser@somecompany.com> "Some User"

To import the above file types, you do not need to reformat the files.
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If you have a file containing addresses and the file is not in a format
directly supported by LetterRip Pro, you can use the application called
Gather to scan the file for email addresses. Gather creates a file that can
be imported into LetterRip Pro. The Gather application is included
with LetterRip Pro in the Support Files folder. See the accompanying
documentation for more information on Gather.

Note that importing and exporting causes the addresses to be sent
between the server and the administrator. The time for the processing
of the import or export is related to how many addresses are in the list
and to the speed of the connection between the server and the
administrator. If the list is large or the connection is slow, the import
or export can take quite some time — possibly hours for a slow
connection and a list with many thousands of subscribers.

Important: While importing or exporting is taking place, you cannot
leave the LetterRip Pro administrator and the import or export cannot
be canceled. Be sure to plan your import or export carefully before you
begin.

To export an address list:

1 . Open the address list from which you wish to export addresses.

2 . Choose Export Addresses from the Addresses menu.

A save file dialog asks you to name the file.

3 . Enter a name for the file and click Save to save the file.

The file is written to disk.
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To import addresses:

1 . Open the address list into which you wish to import addresses.

2 . Choose Import Addresses from the Addresses menu.

A file dialog asks you to select the file.

3 . Select the file and click Open to import the file.

The file is imported into the address list. There is no check for
duplicate addresses when importing. To delete duplicate addresses, see
the previous section “Removing duplicate addresses.”

While the file is being imported, a window shows you the progress of
the import.

You cannot cancel the import nor can you switch to another program
while the import progresses.

Remember that the data must be sent from LetterRip Pro
Administrator to LetterRip Pro Server. If the connection between the
two is a low speed connection, the import efficiency can be reduced
dramatically. It is therefore recommended that you perform large
imports over a high–speed connection or while the administrator and
server are on the same machine.
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Deleting an address list

Occasionally you might want to delete an address list. Since LetterRip
Pro Server is always accessing the address lists, you must quit the
server before you delete an address list. Address lists are in a folder on
the hard drive on which LetterRip Pro Server runs.

To delete an address list:

1 . Quit LetterRip Pro Server.

You must stop the server before you delete the address list. Generally,
you use the Quit Server command in LetterRip Pro Administrator to
quit the server. For more information on quitting a LetterRip Pro
Server, see the section “Quitting a local server” in Chapter 4.

2 . Locate the Address Lists folder.

The Address Lists folder is in the LetterRip Files  folder, which is in the
LetterRip Pro folder.

3 . Drag the file for the address list to the Trash.

For example, using the above files, if you wanted to delete the
Tap–Talk subscribers list, you would trash the Tap–Talk Subscribers
file.
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Excluding messages from all mail lists

It’s inevitable when running a mailing list that the server will receive
messages that should not be posted back to the list. The most common
of these are referred too as bounce messages. Bounce messages usually
occur when the list server sends a message to a subscriber and the
message cannot be delivered.

There are many causes for bounce messages including:

♦  the account has been deleted

♦  the mail server is not running

♦  the subscriber’s mail box is full

♦  there are problems on the Internet

Bounce messages would generally not be posted to a list since the
sender (a mail server) would not be a subscriber to the list, but they can
use extra processing time. LetterRip Pro reduces the amount of time
needed to process bounce messages by first checking for common
characteristics of bounce messages and immediately stopping
processing of the message if it is a bounce message. This helps improve
the overall performance of the server.

Although LetterRip Pro quickly filters out the bounce messages, it is
still desirable to reduce their number. To help you do this, LetterRip
Pro automatically creates a digest of the bounce messages and sends the
digest each night to the administrator’s email account. After examining
the digest, you can usually determine from the bounce messages,
which of the subscriber’s email addresses are causing problems and
delete those addresses from the address list.

There are cases where messages other than bounce messages should be
excluded from the list. These messages can include:

♦  Vacation notices from subscribers

♦  Messages from other mail lists

LetterRip Pro prevents most of these messages from getting through
but you might want to enhance LetterRip Pro’s built–in capabilities.

To exclude messages from being posted:
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1 . Quit LetterRip Pro Server.

You must quit and then restart the server for the new strings to take
effect.

2 . Locate the file called Mailer Daemon Strings.

The file should be located in the LetterRip Files  folder, which is in the
same folder as LetterRip Pro Server.

3 . Open the file with a text editor such as SimpleText.

The file is a text file and can be edited with any text editor or word
processor.

4 . Add a line at the end of the file that contains the area of the message to

test and the string to find.

Each line of the file uses a simple format consisting of the area of the
message to test, a tab character, and the string to find. You can test the
following areas of a message:

Area Description

From The sender of the message

Precedence The Precedence header

Subject The subject of the message

Body The body of the message

For example, to exclude any message with the word “vacation,” you
would add the following line to the list:

Body∆vacation¶

The ∆ indicates that you should press the tab key and the ¶ indicates
that you should press the return key at the end of the line. These
symbols should not appear in the text.
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The search for the string is a contains search. For example, the test
above would find all of the following:

vacation

That’s a vacation note.

Great vacation

The search is not case sensitive.

Be especially careful about modifying tests for the Precedence header.
The Precedence header is a reliable method of testing if a mailing list
server has forwarded the message. If LetterRip Pro fails to detect that a
message has been sent from a mailing list server, there is the possibility
of starting a mail loop. A mail loop is when two or more mail servers
are sending messages to each other in an infinite loop. LetterRip Pro
works hard to prevent mail loops and the test for Precedence header
values is a primary test.

Changing the default mail responses

When LetterRip Pro receives a message that is not intended for a list, it
processes the message and then sends a response telling the sender the
result of the processing. For example, when you subscribe to a list,
LetterRip Pro sends a response saying that the action was successful and
you are subscribed to the list.

These responses are global to all the lists and changing the responses
affects all of the lists. Some of the responses can be customized for each
list. If you customize a response for a list, changing the default mail
response has no effect on the customized response.

To change the default responses:

1 . Choose Default Mail Responses from the Setup menu.

The Mail Responses List window is displayed.
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2 . Select the response you would like to edit and click Edit.

The edit response window is displayed.

3 . Make the changes to the response and click Save to save the changes.

The next time the response is sent, the new version will be used.
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Merging information into responses

Information about the list server can be merged into the responses. The
merged items are always bracketed. For example, <Lists> inserts a list of
the available lists.

Merge Field Result

<Server Name> The name of the requests processor.

<Server Address> The email address of the requests processor.

<Admin Name> The administrator’s name. If a response is for a list and if

that list has a list administrator, the list administrator’s name

is used.

<Admin Address> The administrator’s email address. If a response is for a list

and if that list has a list administrator, the list administrator’s

email address is used.

<Lists> A list of the lists that are not private.

<List Name> The name of the requested list. This can only be used in

messages associated with individual lists.

<List Address> The email address of the requested list. This can only be

used in messages associated with individual lists.

<List Account> The account of the requested list. This can only be used in

messages associated with individual lists.

<Moderator Name> The name of the moderator of a list. This can only be used

in messages associated with individual lists.

<Moderator Address> The email address of the moderator. This can only be used

in messages associated with individual lists.

<Sender Name> The name of the sender.

<Sender Address> The email address of the sender.

The merge fields are not case sensitive.
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Description of response messages

The following table describes the response messages. The column
labeled List indicates if the message can be customized for each mailing
list.

Response List Description

Bad Command No Sent when a requests message is received without a

recognized command.

Bad List Name No Sent when a requests message specifies a list that is

not known. Also sent if a list is private. These

commands can cause this message to be sent:

subscribe, subscribe digest, unsubscribe, and info.

Help No General help about using the mail list server. Lists

each of the valid commands. Sent in response to the

help command.

Lists No A list of all lists. Private lists are not included in the list

of lists. Sent in response to the lists command.

Info Yes Describes the specified list. Sent in response to the

info command.

Subscribe Confirmation Yes Sent in response to a successful subscription to a list.

Sent in response to the subscribe command.

Subscribe Digest Confirmation Yes Sent in response to a successful subscription to the

digest version of a list. Sent in response to the

“subscribe digest” command.

Unsubscribe Confirmation Yes Sent in response to a successful removal from a list.

Sent in response to the unsubscribe command.
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Response Custom Description

Address Not In List Yes Sent when a command is received but the sender is

not a member of the specified list. Can be sent in

response to an unsubscribe command or when trying

to post to a list of which the sender is not a member.

Address Already In List Yes Sent when the sender is already a member of the list.

Can be sent when the subscribe or “subscribe

digest” commands are sent.

Command Sent To the List Yes Sent when a command is posted to a list.

Subscribe Not Allowed Yes Sent when a subscription request is received and the

list is private.

Unsubscribe Not Allowed Yes Sent when an unsubscribe request is received and

the list does not allow unsubscribe commands.

Message Contains Enclosure Yes Sent when a message is received and the message

contains an enclosure.

Message is Too Large Yes Sent when a message is received and the message is

too large.

Message Body is Empty Yes Sent when a message is received and the message

body is empty.

Sender is Not Allowed to Post Yes Sent when a message is received and the sender is

not allowed to post to the list. This includes if the

sender is not a subscriber, is not in the allowed to

post list, or is explicitly excluded.

Moderated List Without

Forwarding

Yes Sent when a message is received and the list is

moderated and does not have a forwarding address.

List Has No Digest Yes Sent when a subscribe digest request is received

and the list has no digest.

Digest Only List Yes Sent when a subscribe request is received and the

list is digest only.
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Note that the “lists” command lists the names of lists in each custom
domain. For more information on managing custom domains, see
appendix C, “Managing Multiple Domains.”

Using the server log

The server log is an important tool in monitoring the operation of
LetterRip Pro Server. The log is maintained at the server. It can be
viewed by LetterRip Pro Administrator.

To view the log:

♦  Choose Log Window from the Server menu.

The Log window is displayed.
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The server keeps up to one day’s worth of data in the log and it might
take a few moments for the log to be transferred and displayed in the
administrator. At midnight each day, the previous day’s log is archived
and a new log is created.

You can find the old logs in a folder called Archived Log Files. The
archived log files are text and can be viewed with any good word
processor or text editor. On a busy server, the logs can get very large and
you may not be able to open them with an editor like SimpleText.

Archived log files are deleted when they are older than 10 days. You
can also delete old log files by trashing them in the Finder. You can do
this while LetterRip Pro Server is running

As new transactions occur at the server, they are added to the bottom of
the log. If the log is scrolled to the bottom, new transactions will
automatically scroll the log. If you are viewing an earlier part of the log,
the automatic scrolling is disabled.

Each line in the log represents one action that the server has
performed. The line is formatted as follows:

date and 24 hour time [thread number] – message

Since there are multiple threads running, it can be tough to follow the
processing of any one message. Use the thread number to follow the
processing of a transaction. Thread numbers are reused after a
connection is closed.

Finding text in the log window

It is sometimes useful to find text within the log window. You might
use the find feature to help follow a connection or to search for errors
associated with a specific email address.
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To find text in the log window:

1 . Click in the log window at the point where you would like the find to

begin.

2 . Choose Find from the Edit menu.

The Find dialog is displayed.

3 . Enter the text that you would like to find.

4 . Click the Find button to start the search.

If LetterRip Pro finds the string, the found text is highlighted.

If the address is not the one you are looking for, you can use the find
again feature.

5 . To continue searching using the same find string, choose Find Again

from the Edit menu.

The search continues from the current location in the log.
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How the server manages errors

Errors are a common occurrence with Internet email: servers may be
down; a connection may be bad; a recipient may have moved. Since the
volume of errors can quickly grow as a list grows larger, LetterRip Pro
manages errors as efficiently as possible. If LetterRip Pro did not
manage errors quickly, the time spent processing errors could surpass
the time spent processing email.

When LetterRip Pro detects an error sending a message to a recipient, it
immediately stops sending the message and moves on to the next
recipient or message. LetterRip Pro tries to send to the recipient one
hour later and continues to retry for 24 hours. LetterRip Pro stops
trying to send the message after 24 hours.

Evaluating performance and volume

LetterRip Pro can manage more than one list. There is no set limit on
the number of lists that can be managed. The factors that control how
many lists can be managed include the

♦  number of subscribers for each list

♦  number of messages sent per day

♦  number of bad addresses

♦  number of different domains for the subscribers

♦  performance of the network

♦  performance of the server computer

There’s no formula that can tell you how quickly LetterRip Pro will
process each message since there are so many variables that affect
performance. For most lists, you should find that messages are
processed in minutes or even seconds. The time to send messages to
lists with hundreds or thousands of subscribers will naturally take
longer.
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LetterRip Pro works hard to make the sending of messages as efficient
as possible. Before sending the message, LetterRip Pro sorts all the
addresses so that the domains are grouped. Depending on the size of
the address list, this can dramatically reduce the time for domain name
lookups.

To send a message to an email address, LetterRip Pro must know that
IP address for the domain. LetterRip Pro caches the domain names
thereby reducing the time it takes to lookup a domain name.

When the message is sent, LetterRip Pro sends the message in groups
of up to 200 recipients per domain. The actual number can vary
dependent on the receiving server.

Allocating memory to the server

The default memory settings for LetterRip Pro Server should handle
about 1,000 subscribers. There are two primary factors that can affect the
memory requirements.

♦  The number of threads

♦  The total number of subscribers

Each thread takes at least 30KB. A conservative estimate is to allocate
100KB more memory for each thread past the default 15.

The list of subscribers is kept in memory for enhanced performance.
You can closely approximate the amount of memory required for a list
of subscribers by locating the file in the Finder and getting the file’s size
in bytes from the file info.
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Appendix A — Frequently Asked Questions

Can I run other programs on the same computer as the server?

Yes, but it is generally recommended that with any server application
you limit the other programs that are running to those that are
necessary. If a program crashes, then your mailing list server will be
unavailable to the subscribers of your lists. Also, the mailing list server
can use quite a bit of the processing time if your lists are very busy.

Can I run an SMTP mail server like AIMS (Apple Internet Mail Server)
on the same computer as the mailing list server?

Yes, if you use POP to retrieve email. You cannot use SMTP because
only one SMTP server can be running on a machine at a time.

Do I need a full–time Internet connection?

No, you can have a part–time connection. If you have a part–time
connection, we recommend retrieving email using POP and routing
the outgoing email via another SMTP server.

If you have a full–time connection, we recommend that you use SMTP
to receive incoming email. SMTP mail servers need a full–time
connection to listen for incoming email.

How should I configure a server if the connection to the Internet is not
full–time and I use an ISP (Internet Service Provider)?

Part–time connections are common when the connection to the
Internet is made using a modem. In this case, you should set up the
LetterRip Pro Server to use POP accounts to retrieve incoming email.
You will need a POP email account for each incoming email account
that LetterRip Pro manages. Ask your ISP how to get each account set
up.

You will probably also want to forward the outgoing mail to another
SMTP mail server. This is often the same SMTP server that you use for
your personal email. Forwarding the outgoing mail helps ensure that
the connection time is kept to a minimum.
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These settings are made in the Mail Transfer area of the Server Settings
dialog.

When should I use a host mail server?

We generally recommend that you do not use a host mail server
unless you are on a dial–up connection. LetterRip Pro contains a
powerful SMTP mail server for sending messages and is highly
optimized for mailing list sending. Additionally, by allowing LetterRip
Pro to communicate directly with the subscriber’s mail servers, a
number of errors can be more easily managed than if there is another
mail server in the middle.

There are times when it may make sense to use a host mail server. The
most common case is when you have a very slow connection to the
Internet but the mail server has a very high–speed connection. Even in
this case, it really only makes sense if the list has a very high traffic.

Also, if your list resides behind a firewall, it may be necessary to send
all outgoing mail through a designated mail server.

In general, it’s best to start by using LetterRip Pro’s built–in SMTP
server. If you notice a significant delay in messages being sent, then you
might want to try using the mail host.

How do I force LetterRip Pro to immediately connect to the POP
accounts?

To immediately connect to the POP accounts, choose Force POP
Connection from the Utilities menu.

Why do some of the POP connections always fail?

Make sure that you do not have LetterRip Pro set to make too many
connections to the POP server. The number of incoming LetterRip Pro
connections should be less than the number of POP connections your
POP server allows.

When will the administrator stop trying to connect to the server?

The administrator tries to connect to the server for 2 minutes.
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Is the recipient list sorted by domain name in an outgoing message?

Yes, this is automatic. Addresses are sorted and grouped by domain. See
the next question for more details.

When a message is sent to a host (domain) that has more than one
subscriber, does LetterRip Pro send the message just once to that
domain or does it send it once for each subscriber?

LetterRip Pro only sends the message once. This dramatically improves
performance, especially when communicating with the mail servers
for the on–line services. For example, if your address list had 20
subscribers at AOL, only one copy of the message would be sent to AOL.

How many incoming and outgoing connections (threads) should I
allocate?

There is no hard and fast answer to this. The optimum number of
connections is dependent on a number of factors including the:

♦  type and speed of the Mac

♦  amount of memory in the computer

♦  number of incoming messages

♦  number of outgoing messages

♦  total number of subscribers

♦  size of the messages

♦  bandwidth of the network

♦  bandwidth of your DNS server

At first, it might seem a good idea to simply increase the number of
connections to the maximum, but this is not necessarily the optimum
configuration. Remember that for each additional thread, you decrease
the potential performance of each thread. For example, if you have a
28.8k baud connection and 10 outgoing threads and all of the threads
are sending, then the performance per thread will be about 2.8k baud.

If you have a high–speed net connection and a powerful Macintosh, it
is probably reasonable to increase the number of threads.
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How fast should messages go out?

Although this is hard to generalize, messages are usually received,
processed, and sent within a few minutes or even a few seconds. There
are many factors affecting performance including the

♦  traffic on the list

♦  average size of the messages

♦  number of connections

♦  number of subscribers

♦  network bandwidth

♦  quality of the subscriber addresses

The performance of the computer is rarely much of a factor in
performance of the list. Performance of the Internet and the connection
to it are usually the limiting factors.

Remote hosts with poor connections, high traffic, or great distance can
have an adverse effect on performance. For best results, you should
remove bad addresses and chronically non–responsive hosts from
address lists.

Are domain names cached?

Yes, domain names are cached. Since domain name look–ups can be
time consuming, the caching improves performance.

Can I have a digest only mailing list?

Yes, although it is somewhat unusual, it is easy to do. Simply select
“None” for the address list in the Basics setup for a mailing list. You
might also want to modify the responses for the list to indicate that the
normal subscription is not available.

Can each mailing list have custom responses such as responses to
subscription requests?

Yes, you can customize both the global responses and the responses for
each list. The global responses are used by default for each list. It is easy
to change one or more of the responses for any list.
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Is a file created for every subscriber for every outgoing message?

No, LetterRip Pro is efficient and writes only one file to disk for each
outgoing message. The recipient list for the message is stored with the
message in a highly efficient format therefore reducing disk space
requirements.

How do I create a list to send out announcements?

Announcement lists are called broadcast or one way lists. These types
of lists are not open for discussions. Such lists are also sometimes used
for bulk mailings. It’s easy to set up an announcement list: turn on
moderation in the Moderation setup and enter a private account. To
send announcements to the list, send email to the private account.

Are old logs saved?

Yes, log files are archived in a folder called Archived Log Files. Each file
is a text file and is named with the date the log was created. Archived
log files are deleted after 10 days.

Can I use LetterRip Pro as my mail server?

No, LetterRip Pro only accepts mail addressed to the lists and requests.

What are LetterRip Pro’s system requirements?

You must be running Mac OS 7.1 or later, Open Transport 1.1.1 and the
Thread Manager. LetterRip Pro can execute native on both PowerMac
and 68K Macintosh.

Can I make a list private so no one outside our company can see the
list?

Yes, there is a checkbox within the Mail List entry window that will
make the list private to all non–subscribers. Private lists are excluded
from the “lists” command. If non–subscribers attempt to subscribe or
get information, they will receive a bad list reply (as if it does not exist).
Subscribers for private lists must be manually added.
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Can I run LetterRip Pro behind my firewall?

Yes, your network administrator will need to know about your list
addresses, so the mail server can properly route mail to LetterRip Pro.
You must route all outgoing mail to your network’s mail server in the
Server Settings dialog. In addition, you may need to use full addresses
(i.e. the address that those outside the firewall use to mail to the list)
within the account fields of your mail lists, so the server will properly
accept the incoming mail.

If you need to control the server from outside the firewall, the network
administrator may need to know the port number that the LetterRip
Pro Server uses to communicate with the LetterRip Pro Administrator.
The port number is 5279.

How do I stop a message that is being sent by the server?

The first step is to choose Stop Serving from the Server menu. This
stops any further processing of the outgoing message queue. Next, you
need to locate the outgoing message.

Outgoing messages are queued in a folder called Mail Queue, which is
in the LetterRip Pro Files  folder. Open the Mail Queue folder. If there
is only one file there, then that is the message. If there is more than
one file, you can open each file with a text editor to determine which
file to remove.

Once you have located the file for the message, simply remove the file
from the Mail Queue folder and start the server again.
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Appendix B — Installing and Using Processors

Using processors can extend LetterRip Pro’s capabilities. Processors are
applications that process incoming messages. They communicate with
the LetterRip Pro Server using Apple Events.

Some of the things that processors can do are

♦  Permit administration of the mailing lists using email

♦  Require subscription requests to be confirmed

♦  Send automated responses to requests for information

Processor applications are normal applications but are designed
specifically to communicate with the LetterRip Pro Server. Processors
will generally have the following attributes:

♦  Processors usually have little or no user interface other than a Quit
menu.

♦  LetterRip Pro Server launches processors when LetterRip Pro
Server processes the first message it receives.

♦  Processors continue to run even when they are not processing a
message.

♦  Processors are small applications.

♦  Processors process each message quickly.

♦  Processors can be written in AppleScript, Frontier, or traditional
programming languages.

Information about creating processors is contained in folders installed
with the LetterRip Pro application. Example processors and processors
that are finished and ready for use are also installed with the LetterRip
Pro application.

To install a LetterRip Processor:

1 . Locate the processor and any associated files.

Processors may have extra files such as help files or preferences.
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2 . Copy or move the entire folder containing the processor file into the

Processors folder.

The Processors folder is in the LetterRip Files  folder.

This is the preferred method of installing processors. By installing an
entire folder, clutter in the Processors folder is reduced.

LetterRip Pro Server only goes one folder deep looking for processor
applications.

Or, you can copy an alias to the processor into the Processors folder.

LetterRip Pro uses an alias to a processor just like an application.

Or, you can copy the processor itself into the Processors folder.
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After a processor is installed, LetterRip Pro automatically launches and
communicates with the processor. Some processors are very simple
and require little documentation and little or no configuration. Other
processors may come with a manual and have custom configuration.

More than one processor can be installed. There is no limit to the
number of processors.

Each processor is called in the alphabetic order of their names. If a
processor deletes or processes an incoming message, processors later in
the list are not called.

When you quit LetterRip Pro Server, any processors that are running
continue to run. LetterRip Pro Server does not quit the processors. To
quit a processor, simply select Quit from the processor’s File menu.
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Appendix C — Managing Multiple Domains

This appendix discusses how LetterRip Pro manages multiple domains.
This topic is generally of interest to people running relatively
sophisticated server configurations. It is your responsibility to ensure
that email using custom domains is properly routed to LetterRip Pro
Server.

When LetterRip Pro Server is using SMTP or POP to receive email, it
can manage a custom domain for every email account. This is
primarily useful when hosting lists with custom domains. Using this
feature allows you to host lists that appear to be running on a custom
domain. Lists that are hosted by each domain are not visible to the
other domains.

The following LetterRip Pro accounts can use custom domains:

♦  The requests account

♦  Each mail list account

♦  The private account for a mail list

Additionally, when LetterRip Pro is using SMTP to receive email, the
requests account allows incoming mail to every custom domain used
by mail lists. This feature allows users to send email to a requests
account that has the same domain as a mail list.

When the domain of the requests account is different from the server
domain, the domain used by the requests account becomes the default
domain and mail is accepted for both domains. For example, if the
server domain is fogcity.com  and the requests account is
requests@lists.fogcity.com    , then an account entered as mylist

would have a default address of mylist@lists.fogcity.com .

For information on using multiple IP addresses on the same machine
(multi–homing), see Appendix E.

Follow these general steps to use custom domains:
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1 . Enter the default domain for the server.

The default domain is generally the actual domain of the server. This
domain accepts email for any account in LetterRip Pro. In addition,
LetterRip Pro always accepts email using the machine’s IP address.

2 . Enter the full email address with custom domain for the requests

account.

If hosting a single custom domain, this would probably be the email
address with the custom domain. If hosting multiple domains, simply
entering the requests account without a domain is reasonable.

3 . For each account in the mail list setup, enter the full email address for

the list including the custom domain.

Email addressed to the email account with the custom account is then
accepted.

Custom domains are managed intelligently by LetterRip Pro Server
when it responds to the lists request. When LetterRip Pro Server sends
a response to a lists request, only the names of lists in the same domain
are listed.

For example, imagine a setup with the following mail lists:

listA@domain1.com

listB@domain1.com

listC@domain2.com

listD@domain3.com

If a lists request is sent to requests@domain1.com , only listA and listB
are returned as available lists.

Responses that are sent by LetterRip Pro as a result of a request sent to a
custom domain use the custom domain in the response’s address.
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Appendix D — Log Errors

This appendix describes error messages that you might see in the log
window. Errors are a common occurrence when communicating via
the Internet with other mail servers. You should not be surprised to
see errors in the log.

Number Description

–32000 smtp send: the connection timed out.

smtp recv: the connection timed out.

This is usually caused by a network problem. Increasing the time–out value for

outgoing messages may help, but can adversely effect performance.

–32002 smtp send: the connection was refused by the remote host

The receiving SMTP server refused the connection.

–32004 smtp send: the connection was prematurely closed

The receiving SMTP server closed the connection before communication was

completed.

smtp recv: Invalid user: account@host.com

A message was received addressed to an account not serviced by the

LetterRip Pro Server.

smtp send: Could not resolve the domain name "(host).com"

because no data was available for reading.

The connection to the domain name server (DNS) failed. This is usually

temporary. If it continues, contact your service provider.

processing: message from … to list … rejected – received

from mailer daemon

A message was received that appeared to be from a mailer daemon and was

rejected. These messages are added to the Bounced Mail Digest.
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Appendix E — Bounce Digest Errors

This appendix describes error messages that LetterRip adds to a bounce
digest. A bounce digest records errors in message delivery. The errors
may be generated by either LetterRip or another SMTP mail server.

LetterRip generates messages for three types of errors:

♦  Domain error

♦  Email address error

♦  Connection error

Each of these types of errors is described in the following sections.

Domain error

The domain of the email address could not be found. LetterRip tried
both the DNS (Domain Name Server) and the mail exchange lookup
but the lookup that converts the domain name to an IP address failed.
The DNS returned an error code of “bad name error.”

LetterRip reports this error in the bounce digest as:

A message could not be sent to <address> because the

domain does not exist.

Errors associated with a failure to connect to name servers are not
reported as domain errors but are instead reported as connection errors.

Email address error

This error is recorded in the bounce digest when a connection is
established with a receiving mail server and that server returns an
SMTP error indicating that the email address is bad and should not be
retried.

LetterRip reports this error in the bounce digest as:

A message could not be sent to <address> because the

receiving server rejected this address.
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The SMTP errors that indicate a bad address are as follows (per RFC
821):

♦  550 – mailbox unavailable (e.g. mailbox not found, no access)

♦  551 – user not local

♦  552 – exceeded storage limit

♦  553 – mailbox name not allowed (e.g. mailbox syntax incorrect)

♦  554 and up – unspecified permanent mail system error

Connection error

These errors are connection errors due to timeouts, open connection
failures (due to busy or downed servers), premature disconnects,
mailbox full, or any other error that does not fall into the two previous
groups of errors.

LetterRip reports this error in the bounce digest as:

A message could not be sent to <address> because the

mail could not be sent after several retries.

These errors are retried several times until it is determined that the
mail cannot be delivered. The default retry is once an hour for up to 24
hours.

Some of the SMTP errors that fall into this category are:

♦  421 – service not available (e.g. server is busy)

♦  450 – mailbox unavailable (e.g. mailbox busy)

♦  451 – local error in processing

♦  452 – insufficient system storage (e.g. mailbox full)
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Appendix F — Technical Settings

This appendix describes technical settings. These settings rarely need to
be changed. Changing the settings requires knowledge of a resource
editor. You should not attempt to change the technical settings unless
you are comfortable working with resources.

The settings are in the Lrip 10100 resource in the Server Settings file,
which resides in the LetterRip Files  folder. Do not change these
settings in the LetterRip Pro Server application.

I tem Default Description

Version number Do not change this setting.

Number of days to keep

old server log files

10 The number of days to keep the archived log files.

Retry frequency

(in minutes)

60 The number of minutes to wait before trying to send to an

address or domain that had an error.

Retry timeout

(in minutes)

1440 The total number of minutes to wait before giving up on an

address or domain that had errors.

Disk flush frequency

(in ticks)

60 The number of ticks (60th of a second) to wait before

writing changes to disk. Decreasing this value improves

security. Increasing this value increases performance.

DNS flush frequency

(in minutes)

30 The number of minutes before LetterRip Pro flushes its

local DNS cache.

Use primary domain

matching

True If true, LetterRip Pro matches similar domains for

unsubscribe requests and when posting. If false, the

domain must be an exact match.
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I tem Default Description

Index to IP address to

use for admin and

SMTP server

0 An index into the list of IP addresses used by the machine

on which LetterRip Pro Server runs. This setting is used

only when using Open Transport 1.3 (OT) or later. OT 1.3

supports multiple IP addresses on a single machine

(multi–homing).

0 — LetterRip Pro Server listens to all IP addresses for the

machine. Incoming mail and LetterRip Pro Administrator

connections will be managed for all IP addresses. This

feature allows a single machine to manage multiple

domains each with unique IP addresses.

1–n — LetterRip Pro Server listens only on the specified

IP address. The number is the index into the list of IP

addresses where 1 is the primary address, 2 is the first

alternate address, etc. This feature can be used to run two

SMTP servers on the same machine if the other SMTP

server also supports this option.
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Index
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address list. See  address list
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bounce digests, 134
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connections
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setting, 46
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delete
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frequency, 65
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name, 66

receiving from list, 89
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digest only list, 66

Direct SMTP, 45

domains
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custom, 131

list request, 116

multiple, 131

E

email account, 53

email password, 53

error

bounce digests, 134
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exclude messages

by address, 68

by size, 68
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with enclosures, 68

exporting addresses, 105

F

find

address, 100

text in the log window, 117

firewall, 126

footers. See message banners and footers

Force POP Connection, 54

From POP3 mail server, 45

G

get mail from…, 46

get mail from… (times), 54

I

importing addresses, 105

Include List headers, 78

include Reply-To header, 78

incoming connections. See  connections

Internet Service Provider

POP3 accounts, 51

IP address, 14

ISDN, 13, 16, 17

ISP. See  Internet Service Provider

L
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client/server, 31

installing, 11

starting, 32

list. See  mail list

list address

testing, 28

list headers, 90

list is private, 62

List-Digest, 90

List-Software, 90

List-Subscribe, 90
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local server, 32

log, 116

archived, 125

finding text, 117

M

mail exchange lookup, 92

mail list
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administrator, 81

Basics settings, 59
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deleting, 82

excluding messages from, 109

Include List headers, 78

incoming message settings, 67

name, 60

outgoing message settings, 69

private, 125

receiving digests from, 89

receiving messages from, 89

sending messages to, 88

sending requests to, 86
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mail server

host, 122

Mail server domain, 47

Mailer Daemon Strings, 109

memory

allocating, 120

requirement, 8

merged items, 113

message

excluding, 109

receiving from list, 89

sending to list, 88

sending to moderated list, 89

stopping, 126

message banners and footers, 69, 70
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message headers

manual, 79

modifying, 77

MIME, 70

modem, 13, 15, 16, 17, 54, 55, 121

moderated list

announcement list, 125

sending messages to, 89

setting up, 74

multi-homing, 137

N

network, 8, 13

O

Open Transport, 8, 13

OT. See  Open Transport

outgoing connections. See  connections

P

performance, 119
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from alternate addresses, 68

from anyone, 68
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POP. See  Post Office Protocol 3

POP3. See  Post Office Protocol 3

Post Office Protocol 3, 15, 45
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accounts at Internet Service Provider (ISP),
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configuring, 52

connecting, 53, 54
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PPP, 55

Precedence, 90
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processor, 127

Q

QP. See quoted-printable
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R

RAM. See  memory

random access memory. See  memory

rejected messages, 90

Reply-To setting, 78

request address

testing, 27

requests

account, 43

name, 43

POP settings, 43
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network, 8

system, 8

response messages, 114

responses, 70

changing default, 111
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route all mail through a mail server, 46

routing mail

domain, 47

enabling, 46

S
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background application, 20
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disconnecting, 37
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domains, 91

error management, 119

general settings, 42

installing, 11
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log, 116

mail transfer settings, 45

memory, 120

multiple servers on one machine, 14

name, 44

password, 44
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preventing automatic launch, 33

quitting local server, 34
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mail server, 121
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SMTP. See  Simple Mail Transport Protocol
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